
CHAPTER-II 

1
THE NATURE OF SELF 
I 

(via THE NATURE OF SUBSTANCE) 

In the chapter that preceded, we were concerned to 

spell out in qetail the grounds on which McTaggart tries 
' to prove that if at all the se;Lf is kn own to exist - and 

McTaggart is absolutely convinced as to it s exis tence - it 

is known to exist because each one of us directly perceives 

it. But, as we noted, the existence of the self, according 

to him, remains far from conclusively demons trated, if only 

for the reason that he allows for the possibility of erro

neous perception.1 The admission of erroneous perception, 

however, need not lead to the conclusion that ''nothing'' 

actually exists, and that something is only (mis-) perceived 

~ existirtg : this would land us in complete skepticism. 

The misperception that McTaggart admits is not with regard 

to the existence, but only in respect of the character or 

~ of that which exists. We would do well to remember 

that of the two occasions when McTaggart turns to empirical 

evidence, the first concerns the que:.tion, whether anything 

exists. 2 It ~ay also be recalled that it is a central 

tenet of McTaggart's philosophy that perception is awareness 

(and hence knowledge) of not mere substances, but of 

1. McTaggart belongs to that rare breed of philoso
phers who see the posSibility of error not in 
judgements but ~n perceptions. (NE, Seco 32 and 
Chapter LIV). McTaggart in fact does not so 
much as even admit the existence of judgements 
(Ibid., Chapter XXXVII). So what appears to be a 
case of mistaken judgement is in fact a case of 
misperceptiono 

2. I b id., Sec. 45. The second instance where he 
appeals to perception concerns the proposition 
that ''the whole of that which exists is diffe
rentiated into parts'' Ibido 
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substances as having certain characteristics. 1 The 

'Wh~t· of a thing always goes along with it s 'lhat' even 
~ 

if in theory the two are distinguishable. Predi~ion 

thus remains an ineluctable feature of existence. 

Now the situation that an individual thing is 

perceived as having characteristics does not entail, nor 

is entailed7 by \ the proposition that it must in actuality 

have these characteristics. Were it so, there will be no 

room left for errorneous perception, a nd that will be fatal 

according to McTaggart. As he says '' .•• we must allow 
I somewhere for erroneous perception, since our theory of 

the nature of absolute reality involves that some percep-
' 

tions must be erroneous.' •2 So, then 1 perception can be 

erroneous. And if so, what I perceive as being a self, 

need not merely for that reason be indeed a self ; it might 

be something else which had been misperceived as a self. 

So what is required is an absolute demonstrat ion to the 

effect that what is perceived as self is indeed a self and 

nothingflse. Now the only way something -with the exception 

of characteristics and facts - can exist is, accordinq to 

McTaggart, to exist as a substance. Which means that selves, 

1. McTaggart draws an important distinction between 
the characteristics which belong to the existent 
as a whole and the characteris tics which characterize 
individUal existents. The former is known a priori 
while the latter can be known only through percep
tion, because it is only through perception that 
individual substances can be known to exist. 
!bid., Sec. 300. 

2. Ibid., Sec.407. Nor is there any overpowering necessity 
that a thing, assuming that the perce ption in question is 
correct, must be perceived as having ~ll the chara cter
istics which it in actuality does possess. It is 
possible - and in fact is mostly the case - that a th ing, 
say ~. is perceived as having only the quality h, while 
in fact it has the additional qualities, § and ~. For 
McTaqgart's purpose it is enough that a thing is known 
as having some quality - regardless of whe t her it has 
some additional (though unperceived) qualities , or even 
whether it does not have the characteristics it is 
seen as having. 
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were they to exist, could exist only as substances , or 

not exist at allo So the form that the questjon fi nally 

takes is: Is serf a subs tance? To determine this ques-

tion we will need to determine the question as to th e 

nature of the self , for it is only by doinq this that we 

shall be able to determine whether self satisfies the 

conditions which, McTaggart stipulates - through a lonq 

metaphysical argument - an existent with the na ture of a' 

substance must satisfy . lt would be in order therefore 

t ha t we first dis cuss the question of the nature of sub-

stance, if in brief , and only then go on to dea l with the 

ques tion of the nature of spirit. So in a manner of 

speaking, it is the nature of the self that would determ111e , 

finally, for McTaggart the qu e s tion of the reality of the 

selfo 

Now, t he question of the natu r e of the self is a 

\ big one and we. only need recall that McTaqqart's univserse, 

as mentioned in the first chapter, cons is ts exclusively of 

selves as pr imary parts, parts of selves, and so on, 

everything else - matter, s ense-dat a , nnd of cou ~se, Time -

being consiq ned to the status of '' dpf'l?lTJ.:··•'' · .. ~"' r· -'"'-

quently,whatever McTagg~rt comes to det0rmine as to the 

general nat ure of the existent, character izes , in fact 

or in absolute r ea lity - only spirit. Wh ich means that 

the whole of McTaggart ' s ph~losophi c endeavour i s concerned , 

positively t o enquire into the ultimat e nature of soiri t, 

and negatively, to demonstrate th a t if wha t is commonly 

believed as real is not in fact r eal , it is because it 

fail s to pass the test which spirit does pass . And thus 

the two i ssues , viz., what is real and why? , and what 
. . 
is unreal and why?, seem to intermingle and overlap . We 
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will, however, following McTaggart, separate the two 

and ~ddress ourselves mainly, though not exclusively, 

to the question of the nature - involving the question 
I 

as to the reality- of the selfo But before we embArk 

on this theme, we need to be clear, shortly, as to what 

McTaqgart understands by the terms ''reality'' and 

''existence' 'o We will notice that he has some unusual 

things to say here, especially when compared to some other 

idealists. 

Reality and £xistence 
'\ 

''Reality'' and ''Existence'', according to McTaggart, 

are prima facie related as genus and specieso 1 (The other 

word which he regards as equivalent to ''reality'' is 

' 'being' '·) Reality he declares indefinable though not 

for that reason incomnrehensible. Reality is a ' quality ' 

which belongs to everything that is. 2 
A very remarkable 

feature of McTaggart's view of reality is that he never 

yields to the temptation of relativizing reality or 

otherwise ascribing degrees to ito What is, is there 

Broad regards the view that reality is a generic 
quality as being ''quite certainly false'', but 
instead of citing a reason for the alleged 
certainity he substitutes for McTaggart's quality 
of being real a certain ''property'' (acc~pted 
in modern formal logic), so allowing ''there 
is the characteristic of having instanceso'' 
Broad does not tell, in what sense there ''is'' 
this characteri3t1c, but it will supposedly be 
other than th a t of ''having instances' ' o For 
Broad 's view see his Examination, I, pp. 19-20, 
21 s.v. Keeling ''suspects'' that there is more 
to the question of the connexion between reality 
and existence than Broad takes into account , and 
adds : ''I do not know how that ''more '' should 
be expressed, if McTaggart's expression of it 
is unclear and objectionable.'' SoV. Ke~ling , 
''Profes sor Broad's Examination of McTaggart ' s 
Philosophy'' (review article), Philosophy , 
X(l935 ), P• 344 0 
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absolutely. The reality of someth i ng cann ot be made 

dependep t on the relation this 1 1 Somethinq 1 1 has t o some 

particular world or universe of discourseo 1 It can not 

be that Roskoln i cov is real in Dost ~vsky 's Crime and 

Punishment or in my dream-world but not in the ordinary 
• !J-world; it ~s oo:t~vsky 1 s novel or my dream which is 

real, not RoskJ~icov - unless of course there are ? t hrr 

reasons for believing him real. If anything, such t alk 

produces confusiono 

Likewise, we cannot speak of 1 'degrees'' of realityo 
( 

Those familiar with the writings of Hegel, Sankara, 
2 Bradley or Bosanquet would agree that some such view is 

held, though in diverse forms, by these thinkers. But 

even if we are wrong in ascribing such a view to t hem , it 

cannot be de~ied that this view r epresents a certain 

1. Ibid., Sec. 3. This view is shared, ~QD~ 
others, by Bertrand Russell. See e.g. his 
Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy, (London : 
George Allen and· Unwin Ltd., 1975; 1st ed . 1919) 
pp. 169-70. ''To maintain that Hamlet, for exam
ple, exists in his own world, namely in the world 
of Shakespeare's imagination, just as truly as 
(say) Napoleon ~xisted in the ordinary world, is 
to say something deliberately confusing, or else 
confused to a degree whic h is scarcely credible. 
There is only one world, the 'real' world: 
Shakespeare 's imagination is part of it, and the 
thoughts that he had in writing Hamlet are real. 

• So are the th ou9hts th at we have in 
~~ding the play'' (p. 169). Compare als o the later 
Brentano : ' 'o •• There cannot be anything at all 
other than real objects, and the same homogeneous 
concep t of the real, as the most general concept 
of a ll, comprehends everything wh ich is trulv an 
object'' . Franz Brentano ''Gen11ine and Fictit i ous 
Objects '', trans. DoB. Terrell in Roderick Mo 
Chisholm (ed.) Realism ~nd the Background of 
Phenomenology , pp. 71-75, The quotation~on p . 75o 

2o The first three thinkers ' views are too well-known 
to need bibliographic cit a tiono For Berna r d 
Bosanquet6s view see his Th e Principle of Individua
lity and Value, Gifford Lectures (London: Macmillan 
a nd Co . Ltd., 1912), pp. 269-70o 
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philosoph~cal position; We are familiar with the 

talk of ''phenomenally real'' and ''ultimately real'' 

or ''less real'' and ''more real'', embracing m~ny 

shades and nuances. But this mistake, according to 

McTaggart, has arisen largely because of two confusionso 

Firstly, there is the confusion of relaity wit~ power1; 

and power, it is agreed, has degreeso Something, exerting 

or capable of exerting, more power is thought more real 

than something exerting less powero A prime minister, 

for example, might be regarded as more real - because more 

powerful - th an any other cabinet colleague; but while 

such expressions may have significance metaphorically, 

they will, ! if taken literally , spell disaster. Reality 

and power are different things and hence th ere i s no ques -

tion of something being more or less real than something 

else, or something being more or less real on one occasion 

than on some other. A love cannot be more real when more 

intense, and conversely. Thus there cannot be degrees of 

there being so-and-so.2 ''A thing cannot nearly 

be without guite beingo•• 3 

lo ~. Sec. 4. 

2o Professor Whitehead seems to express the same 
fact as: ''Though there are gradations of im
portance, and diversities of function, yet in 
the principles which actuality examplifies 
all are on the same levelo The final facts 
are, all alike, actual entities.'' Process 
and Reality, Po l 3u 

3 o P . T. Gb,ach, Truth, Love and Immortality, 
Po 36o 
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A~ain, the ideo of degrees of reality has been 

based on the possibility of degrees of truth, Thus if 

a propositio\l ~ is£ misrepresents less the nature of~ 

than the proposition ~ is g, the proposition X is Q 

may be said to be truer than the proposition X is £i 

and hence from this it may be concluded that an ~ which 

is £ would be more real - since more true than an ~ 

which is go If again, ior instance, it were truer to 
I 

say that man is a rational animal than that man is a 

feeling animal, 1 it might be supposed that the rational 

man was ''more real'' than the feeling mano But this 

would be a grave mistake. While there is a meaning in 

saying that E represents the nature of~ ''more truly'' 

than g, unless it is quite true that ~ is £, ~ would not 

be £ and ~ would not be real at all. Similarly, unless 

it were perfectly true that man is a rational animal, 

a rational man would not be a reality at allo It would be . 
seen that McTaggart here is simultaneously also rejecting 

the idea of degrees of trutho Either something is the 

case, or something is not the case. The Law of Contra

diction reigns supreme, and without challengeo 

Besides the two grounds mentioned by McTaggart, 

there may well have been a third factor which led to 

the notion of degrees of reality. This factor is the 

axiologica l one, i.e., the one that concerns value. 

Things have been thought as more or less real in propor

tion as they are considered more or less valuable. A 

relative lapse of value is enough to take ~way some 

reality from a thingo Thus the evanescening of value 

lo This suggestion is that of Unamuno's. See Miguel 
de Unamuno, The Tragic Sense of Lif e , trans. 
Anthony Kerrigan (London: Routledge and 
Kegan\ Paul, 1972), Po 5o 
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lapse of reality, or of the relative unreality, of the 

worldly ex!~tence. But such a way o: looking at rep

lity would again,in McTaggart's terms, be wholly falseo 

The question of realfty j ust does not let itself being 
I I 

treated of in terms qf concepts which, however profound 

bearing they may otherwise have on things real, cannot 

arbitrate on the que~tion of reality. Nor would McTaggart 

approve of, for example, the existentialists'1 especially 

Sartre's attempt, to dichotomize being on the basis of 

whether it is human reality (being-for-itself) or non

human reality (being-in-itself)o 

Turning to McTaggart's conception of existence, we 

find that existence also he pronounces as indefinableo 

Any attempt to define existence will presuppose it and 

heoce involve a vicious circle. According to McTaggart, 

since all reality involves existence, one can understand 

the conception of existence only by considering specific 

instanceso A Chair, table, a man, are all existents and 

hence real. Thus the things which are in the first place 

existent are concrete individuals or ''substanceso'' 

And further, even qualities and relations are regarded 

as real because existent; and likewise real are the 

qualities and relations of those existent qualities and 

relations, and so on. Mctaggart dismisses the view 

that characteristics of existents do not exist, as un

reasonable. If Socrates exists and is wise, it would not 

be reasonable to deny that his wisdom existso And his 

wisdom is nothing but his quality of being wise. Simi

l arfy the relation of moral superiority in which Socrates 

/ stands to Nero, as also the quantitative relation 

\ 
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in which his wisdom stands to the wisdom of Aristotle 

will also exlst. 1 

Substance 

After this hrief but n r cess~ry di~res s ion, we now 

broach the subject of substance and McTaagart's con

ception of it. Sin McTaggart's system, substance is i 

key concept, understanding of which is essential if we 

are to comprehend anything about the nature of the self 

or of the universe of which the selves are primary parts. 

And we can better approach substance by first noticing 

that according to McTaggart any thing which exists ~ 

have besides exist ence some other characteristics which 

could be truly asserted of it. 2 This not because saying 

about something just.that it exists is to say nothing 

siqnificant - for saying of something that it exists at 

least helps in differentiating it from the non-existent -

but because, firstly, it inevitably leads us to the 

further question as to~ that something is, 3 and 

secondly, as we saw above, to be aware of something is 

to be aware of it as so-and-so and as such- as -sucho Lest 

this demand for some quality besides existence appear 

as a mere epistemological requirement, it deserves to be 

noted that this demAnd is indeed as it should be, it 

being a self-evident truth that what exi s ts must possess 

some quality apart from existence, Broad too regards 

the above propostion as ''self-evident ly true'' and 

1, NE , Sec. 5, 

2, lbid., Sees, 59 and 60. 

3. Ibid,, Sec. 59o 
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thinks '' exis tence'' to be a purely ''formal'' quality . 1 

It i ~ natural then if McTaqqc:~rt c oncllldC!'t thr~t any 

existent havin_g no other quality besides existence 
2 

wou1~ be a ''perfect and absolute blank ''· McTagqart ' s 

conclusion however that to say that only thi s existed 

would be equiva lent to saying t ha t nothing ex isted3 

seem~ rather hasty. It is hasty because unless it ~as 

been assumed that anything in order to exist must have 

some ot her qual i ty or, what is the same t hing , that the 
l 

non-p1ossessing of any other qualj ties entails th,. absence 

of the quality 'existence', it remains a fact that that 

thing has at least one ·characteristic, viz . existence; 
• II 

and that would mean that it is at least n£1' • a perfect 

and absolute blank''. 4 It is indeed one thing to say 

th at a thing needs to possess some quality besides exis

tence to have a conceivable nature and quite another t o 

say that it needs that quality in order t o exist. 

McTaggart seems to have confused the two and thus seems 

to assume as a premise what he sets out to prove. It 

may be the case that an existence, if it does not possess 

a nature, ceases to be a substance5 but that does not 

mean that. it ceases to be an existent t oo . 

1. C.D. Broad, EXamination, I, p. ~28. 

2. NE, Sec. 59 • . 

3. Ibid . , 

4. Italics mine. McTaggart adds: 'I f we stop with 
existence and refuse to go any furth er, the exis
tent is a perfect and absolute bl ank, and to say 
that only this exists is equivalent t o sayinq 
that nothing exists.'' Ibid, Sec . 59. 

5. McTaggart remarks: ' 'Nor could tt. e existent be a 
substance without possessing a nature - substan
tiality- beyond its existence.' ' 1£i2• 
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he se cond argument which McTaggart uses to 

pro e hat any exis t ent mus t have a nature beyond 

exi ste~ ce, rests on his view of negative characteris

tics.1 Take, for example, the characteristic of 

squareness.. A certain existent may not possess the 

quali ty of being a square and in t ha t case it would not 

be true of it that it is squ~re . But if the Law o~ 
Excluded Middle is to hold, it mus t have, bes i des fxis

tence, the quali ty of non-s quar ene ss because e1thet 

something is squ<=~re or is not square . And so it would 

follow that someth ing - non-squareness- would be t~\Je of 

it besides Axistecce . Th is premise of McTaggart ' s miaht 

not be acceptable to some without amendments or qualifi

cations2; but there seems to be substance in McTaggart's 

point3 that assert i1'\~ even a. negative quality of some

thing is to say something signif icant about it, and is 

not entirely meaningless, and th a t a denial may have some 

positive aspect too. Be that as it may , it should be 

s ufficie ntly clear that any existent, if it i s to have 

a nature, must have, besides existence , some other quality 

which will determine what soet of a thing it is. And 

that which is ''true of'' something is a quality of that 

something., 4 This ''being true of'' something should not 

be taken as a definition of quality, for quality, li ke 

existence,\is, according to McTaggart, indefinable .. 5 

1. Cfo Ibid ., Sec .. 6lo 

2 .. Cf . c .. o .. Bro~d , .QQ• cit.,, I' p. 129 .. 

3., NE _, 5ec .. 61 , pp . 62-63., 
I 

4., .Thi.2 0, Sec . 60, P• 61 .. 

5., Ibid o, Sec . 60., 

The 
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reason for this is that we are not sure whether all 

qualities are true of something . Redne ss , for example, 

will remain a quality even if it were not true of any-

thingo But quality , though indefinable , can, how~ver, 

be understood by pointing to cert ain examples, vizo 

redness, g~dness, happiness, sweetness,etc. McTaggart 
~· 

furthe~ says that every existent must h ave many,,more 
~ 

than one quality . This concbusion also McTaggart thinks 
1 necessaryo In fact, McTaggart says that an exis~ent 

will h6ve as many qualities as there are positive quali

ties. Every existent will have either t he positive auali ty 
I 

or its corresponding negative quality; and further, 

even amonq the negative qualities, say e.go not-sauare, 

not-triangular, non-circular, it will have more than 

one negative quality . 2 Besides, McTaggart says , an 

existent will have more than one positive quali ty. For, 

besides existence, it will have the positive quality 

of being many-qualitied, which even t hough consisting 

in having negative qualities , will surely be positive . 

From the foregoing we reach the conclusion that 

it is not only true that an existent, if it is to have 

a nature- and an existent, on McTaggart's view1 must 

have a nature - must possess some quality besides exis-

tence, but also, importantly, that the existence of 

qualities inevitably involves the existence o~ substance 

of which characteristics are predicated . That i s , in 

other words, if substances were to go , then qualities too 

will lose their raison detreo 3 

2o Ibid. 

3o Cfo Ibido, Sec. 68 for detailSo 
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The above discussion clears the ground for t he 

concert\on of subs t ance , but before th~t we have to 

notice that an exis t ent,apart from having some ~u~lity 

besides that of mere existence1 also stands in a certain 

relation to some other existent, a$suming i . e . that 

t here are plurality of .existentso 1 And thus is intro

duced the category of Relati on . Relation too , like 

quality, is r egarded indefinable and the only way we can 

underst and what is meant by rel ation is to consider 
I 

specific exampbes. Thus , when we say X is g reater than 

~. loves~. is the father of Y, is to the right of y, 
is i g norant of y, we are asserting a relation in which 

~ stands to Yo In fact the category of relation is 

established by the simple fact of · an existent having, 
\ 

besides existence, some other quality; the existent can 

have a quality only by standing in a cert ain relation 

to the quality. Saying that~ is h appy allows itself 

to be analysed in terms of the statements ·~ has the 

quality of being happy' (Quality) and ·~stands in a certain 
I 

relation to happiness' (Relation). This i s , then, how 

we r each the conception of substanceo Indeed, what we 

have been talting about above are substa nces in McTaggart's 

sense of the t erm . We shall now consider two defini-

tions of subs tance given by McTagg art and notice that 

the latter is the truer of the two, and accords ~est ~~ 

McTaggart's basic principleso The first definition 

occurs in Section 67 of ~ where substance is defined 

as something which ex ists and has qualities and is 

lo See~., Chapter VIIIo 

/ 
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relate without being itself either a quality or a 

relation. This definition is amended in ''An Onto-

log ica ~ Idealism'' where McTaggart says: ''That which 

has qu~ lit;:,s an(:! is rellated, without being itself 

either !l a quality or a ~elation, or ~~ving qualitiel or 

relations among its parts••, 1 the last phrase being 

added to exclude ~acts. The amendP.d definit i. on ta kes 

care ot Broad' c obje~tilon2 th a t the NE definition ~ouild 
apply ~o facts as well, and of his pr oposal to pdd the 

suff ix ''or a fact'' to the definition t o exclude factso 

Professor Geach mentions another definition found by 

him in i a ' MS note in McTaggart's own copy of t he work, 

which also corrects the NE definition, and which , 

although couched in a different phraseology, tallies 

with the definition in ''An Ontological Idealism''. 

The definition comes to this: a subs tance is something 

that has characteristics but is itself neither a charac

teristic nor a facto 3 

McTaggart calls his definition of substance tradi

tional. It may appear that McTaggart's substances, 

characteristics, and facts bear some correspondence with 

Aristotle's protai ousiai, forms, and individua l accidents . 4 

1. McTaggart, ''An Ontological Idealism'' in Contem
porary British Philosophy, 1st ser. ed. J .H. 
Muirhead (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 
rep. 1925; lst ed. 1924), p. 253 o 

2o Examination, I, p. 132, The ~E definition would 
make facts also substances because, says Broad, 
facts too have characteristicso For e xample, a 
fact is necessary or contingent, and one fact 
may entail another facto Ibido 

3. 1ove, Truth and Immortality, p. 43o 

'1· 

\ 
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According to McTaggart, his def inition would include 

under substance any event like sneeze, o~ group like 

a pa+ty at ~ist. McTaggart notes that the trad i tiona

lists migh t feel squeamish about his definition and its 

applicati on to things ' like a s neeze or a party1 , but this 

he ascribes not to any deficiency in the definition but 
2 ' 3 

only to inconsistency of use. Both Broad and Patterson 

think that McTaggart ~s mistaken in regarding his defi-

nition traditional . Broad finds it highly. paradoxical 

to call such events or groups a s a sneeze or a party 

respe1ctively as substances, 4 and it is also def in ite 

that schol astics too would have protested against ei t:H!.:" 

appl icationo They would have felt specially reluctant 

to include events under substanceo A subst ance, they 

would urge, does not exis t in ali o but in se , or to put 

1. 

4. 

/ 

~, Sec. 72. McTaggart not es t hat the term 
substance has often been '' confined to that 
which, among other characteristics , is either 
timeless or persistent through time , or is 
more fundamentally one t han many , or is held to 
be a unity of special import ance.'' 

Broad , op. cit., p. 132. 

Robert Leet Patters on, ' 'A Critical Account of 
Broad's estimate of McTaggart' ', p. 128o 

Broad, op.cit., I, p.l38. Those like Moore will 
also object to things like sneeze being ca lled 
substances. Agreeing that a sneeze cannot be 
predicated of anything and that th ere fore it is 
not a ''character'', he would prefer to reserve 
the name ''event'' for it. Objecting to McTaggart's 
use of substance for events like sneeze as a 'misuse 
of language', he in agreement with Johnson would 
rather call them ''substantives proper'' which, ~ 
according to him, though they share with '' substances '' 
the character of not being predicable of others will 
differ from substances in other important respects. 
Moore however does not make clear th e meaning of 
''substantiveso'' G.E. Moore, Philosophical Papers , 
(London :George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1959), p.20. 

\ 
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it in a more technical jargon, a substance possesses 
I 

insei~y and locks abaliety, whereas an event would 

lack the former and possess the latter characteristic.1 

McTaggart ' s definition i s therefore novel and, exc~pt 

for his reservati ons on its application to events and 

groups , Broad2 is willing t o accept the definition as a 

satisfactory descripti
1
on of a ''particular '', which term 

he prefers to •• substance ''. Broad also accuses 

McTagg~rt of having passed over what he regards as the 

'' fundamental '' distinction , viz., between '' occurrents'' 

and ''continuants ''• While both these are covered under 
\ 

the categorV of ''particulars ' ' or ' ' existent substan-

tives 1 
', 

1 'continuants'' alone , according to Broad , are 

entitled t o be called substances. 3 To this we may reply 

t hat while the dis t inction drawn may not be in question , 

we do not quite underst and th ' force of the qualificative 

1 ' fundamental'', unl~ss Broad implies tha~ they are 

ultimately, and not only apparently,distinct . The only 

relevant questi on that can be asked with reference to 

McTaggart is : Are both continuants and occurrents kinds 

of substance, as per his own definition of substance. 

And both obviously are, for both have qualities a nd 

s t and in relations without being qualities or relations 

and without having qual ities or rel ations among thei r 

parts . It is, therefore, surprisinq that Broad should 

go on repeated ly pressing his objection and call it a 

1. Cf . Patterson, op . c it., pp. 128- 129. 

2. Broad, op. cit ., I, p. 132. 
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II 
''most extraordinary fact'' that McTaggart neglects 

to directly discuss occurrents and continuants , for , 

as SoV . Keelinq1 asks , what rel0v~nc r would this have 

to McT~<)gart' ~ rurpose on h~nd (i . r' . in Vo l. l of H£)o 

Again , it is worthy of note that McTaogart 's by-po.sSu\1-

of this distinct~on has somethin0 to do with his belief 

in the unreality of time. If we keep this in view, we 

will find that it is better , as in contradistinction to 

Broad ' s practice, to retain t he term '' substance '' rather 

than the term ''particular'', 2 at least as long as 

McTaggart's views are under discussiono It is true tha t 

subs t ance- talk sounds offenSive to modern ears , but in 

philosophy, we submit , fashions should not be allowed to 

determine such issues, especially when it is substances 

precisely which we are all the time talking about in one 

form or other. 

As see n above, McTaggart approaches substance via 

characteristics; s o it is clear that substance cannot be 

lo S .V. Keeling, ''Professor Broad's Examination of 
McTaggart's Philosophy'', Philosophy, X ( tG3 S), 
p· 3~ ~. 

2o Mabbot t (as against. Russell and others) prefers 
'' substance ''• ''Particular '', he says , may mean 
'' fully determinate'', as e.g. when we speak of 
a particular shade or shape. Besides , Ma bbott 
says , while ''particu lar '' indicates sufficiently 
properly the status of a thing in respect · of its 
qua lit ies , ''it is quite inappropria te in res 
pe cts of its relationso Macbeth can be called 
a'particular'of ambition, but there is no reason 
f or calling him 'particular' in reference to 
his relations with Du nc an or Macduff''o JoD . 
Mabbott , ''Subs tance'', Philosophy, X (1935) , 
pp . 189-190. The quotation i s on p . 190. For 
Russell see his essay on '' Knowledge by Acquain
tence and Knowledge by Description'' referred to 
earlier . John Laird also prefers '' substance '' 
to ''particular'' and partly for roughly the 
same reasons:::: -- ._as Mabhctt. See John 

/ Laird, Problem§ of the Self , pp. 344- 346 o 
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reduced to or understood in terms of qu~lities or 

relations even though either or both of them de termine 

what a particular substance is . A subs tance then has to 

be diff'er~.1t from quality and relationo Ounlities .qnd 

relations derive their existence by qualifying and rela

ting ex
1
is t en \" particul~ rs. Substances on' the other hand 

stand by themselves ; they alone independently form the 

world of actualityo Deriving substance from ~ua 1 ities or 

relations which themselves possess ' derived ' existence, 

would l ead thouqht to a futile infinite regresso There 

must therefore be exiskents which are first in the series 

and capkble of conferring ex i stence upon qualities a~d 

relations and even fa cts . Th ese exi s tents are , in 

McTaggart ' s view , substanceso For anything to be actual , 

there must be some 'fixed starting- points •1 of actuality , 

and substances answer to this need; and so we are spared 

t he anguish of having to postulate characteristics of 

characteristics of characteristics •• • or facts arout 

facts about facts ••o• or facts about characteristics of 

facts ab out characteristics ••• or anything of the kind 

which would pr oduce an uninterrupted chain of dependence 

stretching away to infinity. There has to be something 

which is primarily actua12 and which, as according to 

McTaggart , has qualities and is related and has the refore 

1. Geach , op . cit~ p. 44. Whitehead replaces ' sub
stances' by what he calls ' actual entities' which7 
according to him7 "are th e fi nal real things of 
which the world is made up.'' Adding , he says , 
''Th ere is no going beh ind actual entities to find 
anythin~ more real.'' Process and Reali!Y, p . 18. 
Elsewhere Whitehead s ays : ''I f we are to look for 
substance anywhe re, I should find it in events which 
are in some sense the ultimate substance of nature .'' 
The Concept of Nature, (Camb ridge: Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 1964; 1st ed. 1920) , p . 19. 

2. Wittgens tein seems to argue in a similar way for 
the reality of objects that make up the substance~·( f4~.c:C''IId. 
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facts holding about ito 1 In fact, as McTaggart speci

fically points out in his debate with Stout, the funda-

mental fact about anything, say, in ''Smith is happy'' 

is not ~hat a substance Smith is related to the quality 

of happiness but that he is happy; the former fact is 

1 d ' . t. 2 on y er1va 1Veo For, if the fact of Smith ' s happiness 

could be reduced to his relation to the quality of happi-

ness, then, on the same principle, his relation to the 

quality ~of happiness should also be reduced to th e two 

relations between that relation and its two terms - vizo 

Smith aop happinesso And thus we shall be launched on an 

infinite series which will lend point to Bradley' s reje

ction of the nutaphysical reality of relations. Substances 

again cannot be properly replaced by qualities, and not 

only because qualities possess derive d ~~i ston~e (see 

above) but also because such talk is always utterly meaning- . 

less and grotesqueo Firstly, it will mean that a quality 

will become predicated of itself - and this would be 

absurd, for quality of happiness cannot itself be happyo 

Secondly, it might be urged that a quality i s predicable 

of a group of qualities of which it is one of the memberso 

But this too according to McTaggart would be absurdo For 

Footnote 2 on page 81 cond o 

of th ~ world. Wittgenstein would however call his 
objects simple rather than compound . See Tractatus 
Lo~ico-Philosophicus, trans. DoF. Pears and B.Fo 
Me uinness (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, repo 
1981; 1 s t ed. 1961), 2.0201-0212; 4o22llo 

' 
lo Professor Geach seeks to explain all these - i.eo 

substance, characteristics, etco - in terms of notions 
of 'argument', 'function', 'value' etco borrowed 
from Frege and Wittgensteino He also subjects to 
''logical'' examination McTaggart's ''between'' talk 
about relations~ See Truth, Love and Immortality, 
PP• 48-50o 

2. NE1 Sec. 69o 
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it is clear that when e . g . we say ''Smith is h~ppy '' 

we thereby do not and cannot mean to say that the quali-

ties like goorlness , wisdom , virtuosity, etc . which to
' gether constitute Smith's nature , are themse lves happy, 

whether those qualities are t aken severally or in the 

aggregate· There must then be something which is happy 

or has other qual ities wi thout itself being a qualityo 1 

Thus it is by demonstrating that qualities, taken indivi

dually br in the aggrega t e or as farm~""i o sy_stem , cannot 

provide a substitute for the subst ~nce of which a quality 

is predicated , th a t McTaggart brings into r elief the 

necessity of s ubstance.2 And a similar argument would 

hold of relation , for a relation too, as r ema rked ahove, 

cannot exist in its own righ to 

I t would appear that WoE. Johnson's conception o• 

what he calls ''substantive•• 3 comes, in certain ways, close 

t o McTaggart ' s notion of substance. Johnson's '' substan-

tive '' also covers, like McTaggart's substance , both 

'' continuants '' and ''occurrents ''· A '' substantive'' 
I 

again must have characteristics wi t hout its being a chara-

cteristico '' A substantive proper cannot characterize , 

but is necessarily characterixedo 114 Along with '' sub-

s t antive '', he us es the term '' adjective'' unde r which he 

covers , besides other things, relati ons . Although 

lo NE , Sec~- 66- 67 o 

2 o Ibid ., Sec . 71 . 

3o W.E. Johnson , Logic, (New York: Dover Pub~ications 
Inc ., 1964; 1st Cambridg~d. 1922) , Part II , 
''Introduction '', Sees. 1-3 , PPo XI-XIVo 
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''substahtive'' and' 'ad j ective'' are according to Johnson 

''roughly equivalent.'' to the more comm on '' pa rticular'' 

and ''untver salJ ' th ey ''do not exactly c oincide ' •. 1 

J ohnson restricts n ''particul ar '' to substanti ves prop0r. 

i . e . existent s , 2 '' or even more narrowly to oc currents .'' 
I 
I 

But he also cal ls an ad j ective pred ic?ted of a pnrticular 

subiect , a particular- ''the name universal being confined 

to the abs t rnct conception of t hP .1djective .' •3 / .nd , ..£::.1@. 
I 

part icular , th e adjective is by Johns on ren~rded exi s tent 

apparently i n the '' same sense'' as th e ob jec t presented to 

perception is an existent. Even while ack nowledgi ng that 

an adjective may be called a unive rsal, Johnson insists 

that it is not for that reas on an abstr~ction hu t '' a factor 

in the rea1 • •4 . So he concludes that ''the conception of 

the substantive apart from the adjective as well as the 

conception of the adjective apart from the substantive, 

e qually entail abstraction . •• 5 

Criticisms of the Substance Doctrine 

The notion of substance, however, and not only 

McT~gg art ' s conception of it , has often suffered attacks 

from all qua rters , and a very brief review of s uch criti-

cisms might help us und erstand be tter the import ance the 

concept occupj~s in metaphysic a l d i scourse . In fac t, 

McTaggart himself has tri ed to mee t some of the criticisms . 

Upholders of the substance theory ~ave often been challenged 

to pinpoint wh at they rega rd as s ubstance as understood apart 

1 . I bid . , P o XIII. I 

2 . / Ibid . 

3 . Ibid. 

4 . Ibid. 

5 . Ibid ., Po XIV. 
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from its qualities. The question-answe r qame, as Geach 

points out1 , always seems to have been rigqed, and in such 

a way, that any answer given by the su r porters of the 

substance theory is likely to be re jectedo Thus one is 

asked to predicate some thing of ~, and yet as soon 9s it 

is do ne, it is likely to be met with the rejoinder : But 

that gives u~only a quality or relation of~, while our 

ques tion is, what~ as a substance is? Sur e ly any advocate 

of substance will thereby feel reduced to silence . 

McTaggart l of course ad· ~its that any attempt to form a concep

tion of substance entirely in isolation from its characteri-

sat ion is likely to prqve to be a hopeless venture, and yet 

he insists that the above fact does not prevent us from 

treating substance as something in conjunction with its 

characteristics . 2 
In fact he goes on to arQue that t he 

opponent's objection, if valid at all, is likely to sound 

the death-knell of qualities as wel l as of subs t~nce (or a 

particular). For qualities , on any reckoning, says McTagg art, 

can exist only by qualifying something else which also exists . 

And if this something else can only be another quality, and 

not a substance , qualities lose their £aison dPtre. It is 

just impossible that a certain quali ty can be picked out 

of many, and placed in the role of a substance. An d if 

one can still think of doing away with subs tance s , then 

qualities also have to go simultaneously . And this conse

quence , as McTaggart rightly point s out,does not seem t o 

1 . Op . cit ., Po45. 

2. ~' Sec . 68. 

/ 
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have been foreseen by the opponents. Th is is again how he 

later on takes care of the objection put f orth by Stout1 , 

which is only a variation on the argument discussed above. 

It if worthy of note that criticisms of the substance 

hypothesis have generally all partaken of the view that a 1 

substance is nothing beyond an aggregate of quali ties or 

ideas. And from this the conclusi on has been drawn t hat 

belief in '' substance '' is a '' s uperstit ion'' created by 

the use of nouns in language and that the only therapeautic 

device capab le of ridding us of this superstition is suitable 

emendation or nlteration of the current mode of speech . To 

take the first aspect firs t, John Locke, fai l ing to find 

the idea of substance pres ented either in sensation or in 

reflection (i.e. introspection) (which two alone are acc ording 

to him- as also f or Hume - the only sources of our ideas) 

decides that, even though necessary, we cannot form any 

distinct or \ 1ear idea of substance. 

1. For G.F. Stout's view see his ''Mr. Russell's 

/ 

Theory of Judgement'', Proceedin~s of _ 
the Aristotelian Society, NS, XV(l 14=15), 
especially pp.345-352,S~ maint ains as in 
opposition to Russell's view (of a certain peri od) , 
that a subject is nothing apart from its attributes, 
and that it can be known only by des cription (and 
not by acquiantance, as Russell holds). ''There is'', 
he explains, ''no need to consider t he subject as 
being somet hing distinct from th e total complex of 
its characters. What we call the characters or 
attributes of the same subject are united wi th 
each other by a form of unity as pecul r and 
ultimate as that which I have ascribed to a 
class or kind. The complex so constituted is 
wha t we call the subject. To be an attribute of 
the subject is to be a ~~mber of tn~ complex .'' 
(po350). 
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To quote Kim : 

''Everyone upon enquiry into his own thoughts 
wi 1

1 find , that he has no other idea nf any 
substance - but what he ha~ barely of tho~~ 

serysible Clll<"~ities , which he sunpnres to inherf" ; 
with a supposition of such a substratum, as nive .- . 
as it were, a support to those q•J:lit ies or simple 

ict~as , which he has ohserved to exist united toge

th~r. Thus the idea of the sun - what is it but 
an

1
aggregate of those several simple ideas, bright, 

hot, roundish ••• •• 1 

Or again, 

''The ~~nd ••• takes notice also that a certain 

nu~ber of these simple ideas go constantly together ; 

which being presumed to belong to one thing ••• are 

called , so united in one s ubject , by one name ••• 
because .•• not ~magining how these simple ideas 
~ subsist by themselves , we accus t om ourselves to 
some ~ubstratum wherein they do subsist, and from 
which they do result, which therefor e we call 

substance.'' 2 

Hume challenges the substance theorists to show how the 

idea of substance is derived from sensation or reflection 

and points out that beyond the perceived oualitie s of 

colour, sound, taste etc. we never experience the thing 

which has them. 3 So a substance is never anything but a 

combination of qualities. ''We have, there fore , no idea 

of s ubstance distinct from that of a collection of particular 

qua lities , nor have we any other mean ing when we taJ ~ or 

1. An Essa concernin 
Ch . XXIII , Seco 6 
PP . 396-397). 

Human unders tanding : 9k . II , 
ed. A. Campbell Fraser , 

2 . Ibid., Sec . 1 (pp.390-391). 

3 . A Treatise of Human Nature, Bkoi , Pt .-I, Sec . 6 , 
(Lindsay edi ton, p.24). 
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reason concerning itof• 1 At another place he observes : 

''As our idea of any body, a peach, for instance, is only 

that of a particular taste, color, figure, size, consis-
\ 

tency, etc., so our idea of any mind is only that of 

particular per ceptions without the notion of anything we 

call 2 substance , simple or compound.'' 

Be~ ore Hume there . was Bishop Berkeley who attacMed 

what he thought to be the idea of substance. Without 

' entering into the details of the complicated question, we 

may note in passing that what Berkeley was actually rejecting 

was not so much the idea of substance as that of matter or 

''body''• He firmly subscribed to the reality of substances, 

but substances of only one kind, i.e. Spirits. We himself 
. ~ 

seems to be o~~ious of this, and at places3 attacks the 

lo Ibido 

2. Human Understandin ed. 
C arles Wo endel New York: The Liberal Arts Press, 
1955), p. 1~4. Cf. Berkeley: ''And as several of 
these [ideas] are observed to accompany each other, 
they came to be marked by one name, and so to be 
reputed as one thing. Thus, for example, a certain 
colour, taste, smell, figure and consistence having 
been observed to go together, are accounted one 
distinct thing, signified by the . name apple; other 
collections of ideas constitute a stone, a tree, a 
book ••• o ''• The Principles of Human Knowledge, I, 
1 {ed. G.J. Warnock, p. 65). 

3. E.g. The Princi les of Human Knowledoe I, 16, 17 
in G.J. Warnock, ed. The Principles of Human 
Knowledge, etc. (London and Glasgow: Collins, 4th 
imp., 1969), pp. 72-73; Dialogue I, Ibid., 

/ 
/ 

pp. 180-1830 
As Berkeley remarks : 
''If we inquire into what the most accurate philoso
phers declare themselves to mean by material sub
stance, we shall find them acknowledge they have 
no other meaning annexed to those sounds but the 
idea of being in general, togPther with the relative 
notion of its suyporting accidents. (Principles I, 17, 
in Warnock, p.72 • Confessing his inability to 
understand the suggested account of the ''meaning 
annexed to these sounds'', he continues : 
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notion of substance without apparently realizing that 

the attack, if it succeeded, would undermine his own 

philosophy. (Berkelei sometimes attacks the notion of 

substance on the ground that the relation between the 

''substratum '' (or ''supporting ''] and accidents is not 

intelligible. He says that expressions like '' substraum'' 

or '' supporing '' accidents involve a spatial relations hip, 

which cannot be what is intended, for it would involve a 

regress, or th~y explain nothing1 ~ However it may be1 

Berkeley's prolnt~uncements on the issue in a way only reinforce 

the opposition to the notion of s ubstance. 
Bertr~n~ Ru{ell ~rit~s: 

''What would commonly be called a ''thing '' is nothing 

but a bundle of coexisting qualities such as redness, hardness 

etc.•• 2 On this view we can know what things really are, 

for there are no (''we knbw not what'') substance distinctly 

from the sensible qualities. And such ''unknowables '' are 

according to Russell avoidable. ''The introduction of an 

unknowable c an generally, perhaps always, be avoided by 

suitable t echnica l devices, and clearly it s hould be 

avoided whenever possible.•• 3 

Footnote 3 contdo.o.o 

''But why should we trouble our~elves any farther, 
in discussing this material substratuM or '' suoport '' 
of figure, and motion, and other s ensible qualities? 
Does it not suppose they have an existence without 
the mind? And is not this a direct repugnancy , and 
altogether unconceivable? 1 '(1Q1Q., pp . 72- 73). 

1. Principles I, 16 (ed. Warnock, Po72) . 

2 . An Enauirv into Meaning and Truth (London 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd .; PB, 1980 , lst ed . 
1950), Po97 . 

3 . Ibid., p .98 . 

/ 
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The view that the substance theorists were wrong 

in thinkin9 that they were propounding a profound hypothesis 

about the s truc ture of thing s , and that they in f act were 
1 

'• t~king a verba l shadow for an ac t ual theory '' has been 

thus summed up by A.J. Ayer : 

''It happens to be the c ~se th at we cannot , in 

our language , r e fer to the sensibl e properties of 

a t~ing without introducing a word or ohrase which 
appears to stand for the th ing itself as oppos ed 

to 6nythi ng wh ich may be said about it . And , as a 
res~ lt of this , those who are infected by the 
pri~ itive supers tit~on tha t to every name a 

'--' 

sing le real entity must correspond assume that it 

is neces sa ry to distinguish logical ly b~tween the 

thirg itself and any, or al l of i ts sensible 
properties. And so they employ the t erm '' substance '' 
to refer to the thing itself.''4 

Russell expresses it thus : '' ' Substance ', in a word , 

i s a metaphysical mistake, due to transfer ence to the 

world- s tructure of the structure of sentencescomposed of a 

subject and a predicate .•• 3 

\. 
So what this comes to is that ' subs tance' tal k 

is a sort of 'linguistic neurosis ' (Laz erowitz) which is 

curable only by introducing a change in the linguisti c 

environment , ''by making part of the l~n~uaqe aseptic , to 
4 u se John Wisdom's expression.'' There are others however 

I 

who believe that the e s tabli shed usage is itself the resul t 

1 . 

2 . 

3 . 
/ 

Morris Lazerowitz, The Structure of Meta~hy sics , 
(London : Routledge and Kegar. Paul , 1955 , p . l47 . 

1 anguage , Truth a~d Logic, p . 56 . 

History of Western Philos ophy (London : George Allen 
and Unwi n Ltd. PB, 2nd ed. 1961 ; lst ed . 1946) , p. 212 . 

4 , L~zerowitz, Op . ci t., p.l48 . 
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of en antecedent (metaphysical) belief abou t the 

structure of things, and that the subject- predicate 

structure of n language refers to n rrior hypothe s is 
I 

about reality . To quote Taylor : 

Now 

the 

'' ~ha t we ask hJw, if a ''th ing '' is me rely the 
series or sum of its attributes , and possesses no 
underlying unity to which the attributes belona, 

the whole of our ordinary language about thinos 

'

come to be constructed on the contrary assumption, 

how it iS that we always talk and think as if 

every '' bundle'' of attributes were owned by so~e-
thing of which we can say that it has the qua lity ••• ' ' 

wi~hout concerning ourselves with the question 

dilkpute about '' substance '' wa s a metaphysical 

whether 

one or 
2 a mere linguis tic wrangle - though one could note that 

perhaps with Locke, it remained a metaphysical issue, and 

that Locke even seemed to acknowledge the necessity of the 

concept even while regarding it ' unknowable' - it would not 

be wide off the mark to express the opposition consensus 

as maintaining, to borrow Lazerowit z 's words, 1 ' what it is 

1. 

2. 

A. E. Taylor, Elements of MetaphJsics (London : 
Methuen, PB, 1960 , 1st ed. 1903 , p .l33 . 

Lazerowitz adds his bit to the 'linguistic conve
nience' theory about substance and expresses his 
view thus : 
''I propose to take the view, in partia l agreement 
with one of the two contending versions, that the 
substance 'theory' is only the verbal imitation of 
a theory and entirely different from what we are 
inclined to think it is . But ••• it is not ordinary, 
everyday language that causes us to think this .•• 
The illusion of its being a theory about things is 
produced by a concealed revisiQD of ordinary 
subject- predicate sentences, by a manoeuvre with 
language, and not by the subject-predicate form 
of discourse itself . It is what metaphysicians 
have done with words, their metaphysical artistry , 
that creates the appearnace of a theory about the 
structure of things ; but what they have done is 
hidden from our conscious awareness , as well as 
their own. ,·, Op~ cit ., p.l49. 
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logically impossible to perceive in any way th e subject 

of attributes''! and that therefore substance is a 

' ' 1 oq i c" l i m p o s s i h i l it y • ' ' Wh ., L i :. t h c n 1 ,., f t i'l r r> the 

qualities 1such as shape , qolour, od~ur and ta~te and they 

are experienceable. ''We ex pe rie nce nualities , but not 

the subjett 4 n which they are suppo~ed to inherP .•• 2 

And t h +his our reply in brief would be t hat we 

"pprehend the substance a s directly ?nd as im~ed i ately 

as we are thou1ht to apprehend 0ualitie s . And t his remains 

true even if there is just a single quality t ha t is known. 

Qualities need not be grouped together to ma ke us postulate 

a substan¢e to supporb them. A single qua lity is enough 

to bring home the necessity of substance. As McTagga rt 

insists above, qualities cannot be further predi ca ted of 

themselves whether the ''subject'' be a single qual i ty or 

an aggregate of them. A quality of happiness cannot he 

happy, nor can the aggregate of qualities, such as goodness, 

wisdom, etc. can be happy, It has to be a substance , 

say~, who is happy. As Stillingfleet,in reply to Locke, 

remarks ''It is a Repugnancy to one first conce ption of 

things that modes or accidents should subsist by themselves, 

and therefore the Rational Idea of Substance is one of the 

first and most natural ideas in our minds.' •3 

The argument that we directly experience only 

qualities and not the substance in which they inhere is 

vacuouso We do not experience heat, or coolness, or hardness 

1. Lazerowitz , opo cit., Pol54 . 

2. Bertrand Russell, An Inquiry into Meaning and Truth, 
p.98. 

3. Stillingfleet, Vindication of the Trinity, Ch.X, 
(Works, 1710, III, p . 504), quoted in J.D. Mabbott , 
Opocit., pp.l90-191. 
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but something as hot, cool or hard, and we scarcely 

think of devising arguments for something so plain. 

As Mabbott explains : 

'' When I continue to look at the flamo (of the 

candle) and press one eye-ball sideways I see 
dou ble . But what is it that I see double? not 
yellowness nor any other quality . There is still 
the same yellown'ess but now two '' somet hings'' 

possessing it, and the ''twoness '' is g iven to 

sight as much as yellowness.•• 1 

Wha t i~ thexefore given to apprehension is substance in 

conjunction with qualities, and so the problem of naving t o 

posit a substance beneath qualities is a mistaken problem 

altogether. To the Humean or the like ar~umon t that ou r 

idea of any body, a peach for instance, is only that of 

a particular taste, colour figure, size, etc ., we may reply 

with Chisholm~ that ''our idea of a peach is not an id~a 

of somethi ng that has the particular qualities , say , of 

sweetness, roundess and fizziness, but the concrete thing 

that is sweet a nd sound· and fuzzy. 'Ne also make clear, 

what is essent ial to our idea of a peach, tha t the thing 

that is round is the ~ thing as the thina that is sweet 

and also the same thing as the thing that is fuzzy. •• 2 

Lei~niz saw the point very well when he said, in reply 
'-' . 

to Loc ke , that what comes before the mind is always a 

concretum and not a set of abstract qualities and attributes . 

The abstract things, he pointed out, are far more djff icult 

to comprehend than the corresponding concr~. To quote him 

1. Mabbott , op.cit., p.l94. 

2 . Roderick, M. Chisholm, Person and Object, o .38 . 
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' 'Knowledge of concrete things is always prior to t ha t 

of abstract ones - hot things are better known than heat.' •1 

And he continues ''Wh~t comes into our mind is t he 

concrctum c onceived as v1ise, warm, sh.ining rather t ha n 

abstractions or qualities such as wisdom, warmth, liqht etc . 
2 which are much harder to grasp.'' Qualities it seems, 

as taken apart from substances, far from being the first 

data of experience, are, if at all apprehensible se parately, 

apprehensible only after specific and complicated mental 

operations. Even in cases where the concrete (substance) 

is presumed to be not directly given to sense as e.g . an 

electron or a leqal code - its existence is not inferred 

from direct apprehension of their qualitie s but from di rect 

awareness of other substances. The qualities of these 

substances are as inaccessible to senses as the substances 

themselves. ''You cannot see a legal code nor can you see 

its qualities, justice and equity. You cannot smell a soul 

nor can you smell righteousness or salvation. You cannot 

hear an electron nor can you hear the quality of vibrating 

at 100,000 to the second.• •3 Any attempt therefore to take 

away substance can only result, as McTaggart emphasizes, 

in taking away qualities too. 

A diffe~ent way of doing without a substance usu al ly 

gets re f lected in the idea of a 'bare particular'. It is 
I 

presumed that there is an ~. la bare particular', which 

1. ~ Essays on Human Understanding, trans. and ed. 
by Peter Rem~~nt and Jonathan Bennett (Cambridge 
Cambridge Univer~ity Press, 1981), 8 ~ .11, Chap.XII, 
Sec.6 (pol45). 

2 . lbid., Bk.II, Chap.XXIII, Sec.l (p. 217). 

3 . Mabbott, g£.cit., p.l95. 
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We may, I think, better appreci~te McTAggart' s 

conception of~ubstance, and it s relati on to quulities , 

if we compare, following McTaggart's own sim tle 1 , suhstance 

and its qu blities to a triangle and its sides . A tri nngle 

is delimited by its periphery, and would be nothing at all 

if considered apart from that; but it cannot be i dentified 

or reduced to its sides, whether individually or coll ective ly. 

Challenge to the concept of substoncJ hns sometimes 

taken a di ~ferent formo It is sometimes proposed that the 

conception of substance be substituted in all cases by a 

better and more fruitful conception of sub j ect. 2 The 

suggestion usually comes from those who either regard the 

notion of substan ce as outworn and hence dispensable , or 

regard, follo~ing Hegel , the subject- aspect of a eonscious 

spirit as the fundamental aspect, relegating other as pects 

to the subject-aspect itself or thinking them as of not 

much conse~uence . The word subject is used by such people 

in its epistemological sense of a conscious self who 

has knowledge and not in its logical sense of a subject 

who has predicates (as for example is the case with Stout's 

use of i t 3 ). M.cTaggart agrees that the conception of a 

subject is in Hegel's dialectic one of the highest categories, 

whereas the conception of substance comes much lower in the 

dialectic ascendence. And since Hegelian dialectic proceeds 

on the assumption of the relative falsity of the categories 

1. NE, Sec . 68, Po69 . 

2 . NE , Sec . 70. 

3 . 

/ 

Cf. G.F. Stout , OE.cito. There are others - e . g . 
Sydney Shoemaker - who, in the context of se lf , 
treat ~'substance '' and '' subject'' as synonymous. 
See his Self -Kn owledge and Self-Identity , po4l . 
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lower in th order, the conception of substance does 

become, on those principles, relatively false. McTaggart 

however feels under no obligation to accept this principle. 

But even so1 while Hegel's system would retain both the 

conc eptions~ regardin~ that !of suhstt~nce as Q(lrtially 

true also except in those points in which it had been 

proved to be false, the advocates of the conception of 

subject would wish away all such consequences which derived 

from something being ~ substance. But whether Hegelian 

dialictic j j stifies this or ~ot, the fact, according to 

McTaggart1 , remains that even if many things could be 

true of spiritual beings - including their being subjects -

they would still retain their substance-a s pect, for they 

will continue to have qualities and be related . The 

primacy that itbject enjoys over substance in Hegel lies 

in that the subject is related intrinsically to contents 

and no such contents are conceivable without a subject . 

In this relation betwee~ content and subject, all vestiqe 

of duality and mere correlation which characterize the 

S11bstance stage is eliminated.? The movement froM c:ubstance 

to the subject marks a shift from connecten content to 

contents comprised or made immanent in the subject . The 

subject remains thP. effloresence of the potentialities 

inherent in substance. In the notion of subject, conscious-

ness and thinking come to attain their autonomous character 

and thus come to consummate the totality. There belongs 

to the Hegelian subject that self-reflection which , in 

Hegel's view~ the Spinozist substance lac ks . In opposition 

1. 

2. 

NE, Sec.70. 

Cf. Nathan Rotenstreich, From Substance to 
Subject:Studies in H)g~l 1The Hague ~ 
Martin Nijhoff, 1974 , p.27. 
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to Kant on , he other hand who reqa r ds the logical subiect 

alone as a unity, Hegel points to th e r ealization of subject 

~s subsl once , j.c., ~s totality. 

McTagga rt, however, look s in the other direction ~ 

His notion of substance takes care not only of individual 

existence but also of the '' systems '' or the '' ordered 

wholes'' those existences are. Th e substances to be ordered 

and to be wholes must be self-comp lete and self - differenti ated . 

And thi s too McTaggart's conc eption of substance tukes suffi- · 

cient care of. All substances, as we shall later learn, 

are on McTagga rt's view differentiated an so have an 

(objective) 1internal structure. And t his diffe r entiation 

is not mere chaos but perfectly ordered, substances forming 

the wholes of which such differentiations are parts . And 

all thi s is implied in McTaggart's view tha t a substance 

is always ''compound'' and so infinitely differentiated. 

Again on McTaggart's doct~ine of s ubstanc e , it is selves 

a lone that satisfy certain conditions and pnss the test, 

all oth er - matter and sense-data--failing to quality . 
\, 

Now the subj ect concept in its Hegelian fo~m is usually 

justified by this, that the no~elf, distinction from which 

is what leads to the concept of subject, includes not only 

other selves but also the whole body of the external objects 

wh ich con t ain no spiritual content. And since , as mentioned 

above , i n McTaggart' s system the se lves olone are ~ubstances 

and they alone and nothing else which has no spiritual 

content- constitute the not-self, t he subj ect concept 

become s , to that extent, redundant. But even if this 

suggestion be mistaken , it remains the case that McTagga rt 

/ 
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was in no way bound to the Hegelian framework unless 

it be the case that McTaggart himself thought Hegelianism 

to be the only alternative but th<lt he failed to come up 
I 

to that. Aqi'lin, it is ttl.l right for i'l system like thAt 
I I 

of Hegel to rerlace the substance concept by the subject 

concept , for in terms of the Hegelian dial ectic - which 

proceeds from the incompleteness or im~erfection of all 

categories till we reach the very end - the substance 

concept is never wholly dispensed with; its implications 

are all preserved in the higher category of subject; a 

system like that of McTaggart, on the other hand, which 

is not committed to that dialictic, need not entertain 

the said replacement or sublation. McTagqart, it seems , 

wanted to give an objective system of metaphysics in which 

all existents enjoyed absolute reality, since substances ;were 

wholes, since infinitely differentiated; and formed, in 

turn, through their intimate interconnection (by perception) 

with each other, parts of the larger- but not more real -

whole whose whose differentiations the individual pa rts 

were, this whole, again 7having been conceived of as a 

substance, since compound. This perspective is again what 

separates McTag~art from the British neo-Heqelian school 

and is what some of the followers of Hegel could not quite 

reconcile with. 

~issimlJ<'lritv of Substances 

We have just noticed that, according to McTaggart, 

a substance must possess, besides existence, some other 
\ 

characteristic; that it is a part of the meaning of the 

term 'substance' that it has predicates. It is then 

characteristics of a substance that determine which substance 
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it is, it is they that identify which substance we are 

talking about. And this straightaway leads us to an 

important pri~ciple of McTaggart ' s philosophy, namely , 

Dissimilarj,ty lof the Diverse. 1 

The pr ~nciple is better known in t ~ rms of what it 

may be said tq imply, that is, as Identity of Indiscernibles 

conceived by Leibniz. The latter asserts that ''there are 

not in nature two indiscernible real absolute beings ' •2 , 
" or again, ''no two substances are completely similar or 

differ solo numero.•• 3 There also, the principle applies 

only to substances . Two numerically diverse substunces 

must also be diverse as regards their predicates. McTaggart 

accepts this principle but gives it the name of ''The 
I 

Dissimilarity of the Diverse.'' According to McTaggart, 

1. N§, Chapter X. 

2 . Quoted in Bertrand Russell, A Crjtjcal Exp~~ition of 
the Philosophy of Leibniz (London : Geora e A11Pn and 
Unwin Ltd., 4th impo, 1951; 1st ed. 1900), p . ~4 . 

3 . Quoted i"" Russell, l.Qi.s!. Else·:Jhere Leibniz obsep•es : 
''Each Monad must be different from every ot~er . 
For in nature there are never two beinns which are 
perfectly alike and in which it is not possible to 
find an internal difference, or at least a differ-
ence founded upon an intrinsic quality [~enomination). 
The Monadology, trans., Robert Lalta, 9 . For 
Kant's criticism of the principle of ''Identity of 
Indes cernibles '' see fritigue of Pure Reoson, trans. 
J.M. D. Meiklejohn (London : EV ·'ryman's Library, PB, 
1969; 1st ed. 1934), p.202. Perhaps the first 
statement of the principle we owe to Ni cholas of 
Cusa. ''Th ere cannot be several things ex actly 
the same (~egualia), for in that case there would 
not be several things, but the same thing itself. 
Therefore all things both agree with and differ from 
one another .'' De Venatione Sapientia~ ? 3. Cf . De 
docta ignorantia, III, I. ''All these must of nece
ssityt differ from one another. Among s everal indjvi
duals of the same species there is nece ss arily a 
diversity of degree of peffection. The r e is nothing 
in the universe which does not enjoy a cert a in ~~
l~ity, which is ·to be found in no other thing .'' Both 
the passages of Cusa are quoted in Robert Latta, 
op.cit., p .222. The principle as found in Leibniz 
and McTaggart , we may warn, should not be confounded 
with the doctrine of diversity of content as found in 
Bradley. For details see Russell, A Critical Exposition 
of the Philosophy of Leibniz, pp.54-55. 
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the n~me that Leibniz gives it is misleading since it 

seems to suggest as if there are i ndisccrnibles and they 

stand in identity- relation . McTaq~art however accents that 

any t~o $ubstances must have different characteristics 

and thus re jects any suggestion that there miqht be ouali -

tatively identical but numerical ly distinct obiects. A 

certain formulation of the princiole we come across in 

Aquinas : that whatever things differ, differ b9cau:.e s9me

thing is truly predic~b~e of o~e thing and not of the other. 1 

According to ~cTaqqa rt, the mere fact of diversity - by 

which he means numerical distinctness - im plies or involves 

dissimilarity , by which means dissimilarity of nature. 2 

Although he regards the connection between diversity and 

dissimilarity as synthetic he is convinced that two things 

cannot have exactly the same nature. 3 In fact he goes on 

to conclude that diversity is impossible without difference 

of nature . 4 If we are successfully ab le to remove, in 
\ 

thought, all di~similarity of nature from two substances, 

say X andy , we will find that we are finally left not with 

two substances but one . Dissimilarity of nature does not 

exclude partial similarity, for any two substanc5will at 

least have the similarity of being substances; so what is 

denied is '' exact '' similari ty which is quite compatible 

with partial similarity . 

An important consideration in Mc Tagqart ' s treatment 

of the subject is hiw view that the nature of a substance 

expresses completely what the substance iso 5 ''And the 

1. Cf. P.T. Geach , 00 . cit 0, pp . 47-48. 

2 . NE, Sec . 94 . 

3 . .ll>l..9 0 

4. .ll?.iQ. 

5 . Ibi.Q.. 
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same c omplete expression of what a substance is cannot 

be 'true of each lof the tw6 substances .' •1 The substance 

is made this particular substance by its nature . Which 

me ans , and t his is important , that it is its n atu~e that 
II 

individuates a substance , and he nce distin~uishos it 

f r om othPr sub ~tances . The na t ure of a substnnce, according 

to McTaggart, means the pr imar y qua l ities 2 the substance 

has . ' Exact s i mi l a r ity ' is t hen by McTAggart restricted to 

ag r eement of pri mary qualities since in McTaggart's sense 

of the term , likeness of primary qualities would entail 

ag r eeme nt of de r ived quali t ies . And primary qualities 

a ccor ding to McTagga r t mean ei t her original quali ties, 

e . g ., b l uenes s , or qualities i mmediately derived from 

origina l relat i onships , e . g ., t he quality of lovinq ~3 • 

For M and~ to be exac t ly simi l ar it would then be nece ssary 

and suffic ient tha t eve r y or i gina l quality or every quality 

which i s an immediate derivative of or iginal relationships , 

which belongs to e ithe r, s h ould be l ong t o both of themo 

I n t h i s conte xt McTagga rt con s iders th e s uggestion t ha t 

( i ) t he i ndiv idual ity of a s ubs t a nce i s not dependent upon 

t h e nature of tha t s ubs t ance, and th a t hence, there could 

be t wo div e r se subs t ances desp ite absolute similarity of 

na t ur e4 , and tha t (i i ), a nd th is f o llows from (i), a 

subs t ance c ould be i ndividua t ed and hence known without 

1. lhl9o , Sec . 94 . 

2 . Ibid ., Sec . 93o I n addit ion t o primary qualities , 
there are , according t o McTaggart, ' repeatinrr ' 
qua l i~tes . By ' repat ing ' qualities i~ ~ eant all 
other derivatjve quali t ies. All qualities in the 
second class are ~ene r a t ed directlv ~r indirectly 
by those in the first r:Jass . Cf . Ibi2_., ~ec . 89 . 

3 . 1.12is! ·, Sec . 89 . 

4 . This view arise~ from th e mistaken notion of the 
thinq- in- itself in its Hegelian , r a th er than 
Kantian, sense . For det ails see CHL, Scc . l35 . 
Patterson ' s cri~icism is along somewhat similar 
lines . See below . 
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reference t o its primory qualiti r·r; . But r.icTi:l 'lCJart 

would call any such effort mystery-mongering . ~henever , 

he r eplies , we try to understand t he independent indivi

duality aspec t as a distin1ct aspect, we C'l r e tmable to do 

so wi t hout asserting qua lities of lhe c; ubs L1nce . In 

fact, as in accordance with his view that a s ubstance cannot 

exis t without possess ing a quality besides exis t ence (see 

above), he maintains th at the so-c a lled independent indivi

dua lity c ~u ld not eveh be asser~ed without involvina some 

quali t y and hence its nature. 1 In Section 94 of t~E 

McTaggart t a lks of the 'relation of identity' whlch1 he 

says, every substance has to itself and which migh t be 

thought of as constituting one fnctor of dissimilarity 

between any t wo substances . Of any t wo subs t ances h and g, 

it would be true that A stands in identity-relation to A 
\ - -

and not to§, while B stands in i dentity- relat i on tog and 

not to&· But this dissimilarity, on McTaggart ' s t e r ms , 

would depend upon a diversity which has been ant ecedently 

established; which means, as Broad points out 2 , that it 

would be merely an analytic conseouence of the f act that A 
I 

and B are numerically two. There mu s t theref ore be some 

other point of dissimilarity,hesides the i dent i t y-relation , 

which is not inferr ed from th e f ac t th a t they a re nume r ically 

distinct . And such a point can only be in t e rms of pr i mary 

qua lities . 

1. 

/ 

2 . 

I bid ., Sec . 95o Cf. Leibn iz , MonadolQgy , in R. Latta, 
8 . tc Th e Monads if they had no quali t i es , would be 
indis t i nguishable from one anoth e r , sin ce they do 
not differ in qua lity.'' And s ince Leibniz does not 
r ec og niz e rel ations , all ag reement or dissimil ~ rity 
be tween s ubs tances has , in hi s view , to be only in 
terms of qualities . 

B r o a d , o p • c i t • ,I, p o 17 2 • 
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P .n t ~ r: r s o '"I h .n s q u e s t i on e d M c T tH) g il r t 1 s i. n -; i ;, t r.:· 11 c e 

th ~t l")lature of a s ubstance t hat i ncljvldu<Jt~? s 

Lh 1 .1 l >s t .1dC<' , ;~ n cJ tw s rolnt<~d Old: t h t~ L i. t i'J I I i rH·orJr, jt; -

t e nt ' wi th som~ of hi k oth~r statements . Acc or di nn to 

McTag a rt, the prima ry qual~tie S of any s ubs tance for m a 

C 01 P 0 I n d qua l1' t y1 , and 1 · t d · t h · ~ · e any pun. 1 y accor l.n ':l o 1m - ~ 1.nc 

~e wa not a nominalist - would be .=t univers.nl ; wh ich 

mefns there wou~d be nothing in it to prevent it f r om 

chLra teriz ing bn indef init e number of part~culars . So 

Pa~ t e ~son conti~ues : 

''To ass,ert that there is something in the nature 

of a quality which limits it to charil ct erizing 

only one particular is equiv2 l ent to as s erting 

that the quality is as truly a parti cular to 

as th.nt which it characterizes ; and this would 

be to gi ve the whole c ase away to the nomin a list , 

which McTaggart , certainly, would nev er have 
dreamed of doing ;••2 

Patterson does not deny that, for al l we know , there 

might be some s uch universal which char.ncterized only 

one particular , '' but this would be something in t he 

nature of th e unive r se e xter n a l to the univ ersa t.•• 3 From 
4 thi s it is concluded by Patterson - a s also , from a 

different point of view , by Broad5 - that McTagg art is 

mistaken in &9nfusing individual ity and nature and thus in 

making individuality of a substance dependent upon its 

l . ~, Sec . 63 . 

2 . Patterson, op .cit., Pol34. 

3 . l.!2.i9 • 

4 . .!lliQ . 

5 . Broad, OQ . cit ., I, p . l77. 
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nature. Now to us the whole thrust of Patterson's cri-

ticism looks fantastic. McTaggart has never held t he 

view which is being ascribed to him, and he has nowhere 

stated that there is somethin9 to a characteri s tic which 

confines it only to~ particular . Wh a t McTaggart has 

said, we repeat, is that diversity implies dissimilarity 

of 

in 

us 

natu~e and that any t'yVo substances must be dissimilar 

respect of ~ primary qualities. The following gives 

the gist of , McTaggart's view in the matter . . 
1 'It is , of course, possible that all substances 

may differ in their original qualities. It is 

even possible th~t every substance sh ould h ave 
some simple or-iginal quality which no other sub
stance has. And, to take a supposition which seems 
less improbable,•it is possible that t he aagregate 
of original qualities in any substance should differ, 

in some at least of its constituents, from the 
aggregate of original qua~ities in any other sub
s tance. But we have no reason to supp ose that this 
must be the case. If diversity does require diffe
rence of nature, that requirement could be satis

fied by a difference of relat ional qualities, caused 
by a difference - in original relationships .•• 1 

There is then here no place for the view attributed to 

McTaggart. Besides, as we have pointed out above, the 

question is about ''exact ' ' similarity and this, in 

McTaggart's view, involves that there should be no diffe-

renee in ~ relationship ''however external and indi

f ferent that relationship is commonly supposed to be .••2 

Thi s being so, two things would not be similar 

if one of them is ever known or perceived or thought of 

by me while the other is not . ''For then one has, and one 

has not, the quality of being cogni zed by a particular pers on 

lo NE, Sec . 93 , Po 95. 

2. 1£1£., Po 96o 
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at a particular time. Nor are they exactly similar if 
b they are ever distingui s hed by names or nurnr r s ' howev'?r , 

arbitrarily applied . For then one would have the ouality 

of being called £ by a particular person at a par ti cu l ar 

time, and the other would have the qua lity of heine) called .9 

by him at that time.•• 1 I think th at if they had kep t in 
\ 

mind this principle, the critics would not have been so 

hasty with their protests . 

1From a different point of view it has been urged 
f 

that McTagg art's position seems inconsistento Thus 

Patt e rson has voiced the criticism2 tha t AicTaggart's view 
I 

th a t qyalities are part of the nature of the substance3 

and that it is the nature of a substance wh ich individuates 

it, seems to collide with his earlier view that ''it does 

not follow that, be cause a subst ance is nothing apart from 

its qualities , it is not anything in conjunction \'l i th its 

qualities . •• 4 For, if indeed a substance is something 

''in conjunction with its qualities' ', and i f it is t hat 

which hB2 t he qualities , why should it not , Patterson asks , 

constitute the principle of individuati on th at is requi red? 

After all, a substance on McTaggart' s own view is a parti

cular while qualities are universalo The con t ention 

therefore that it is the nature o f a substa nce wh ich 

individuate it would seem to imply as if a substance is 

nothing more an aggregate of qualities, a view which 

McTaggart strongly repudiates? So th ere mi ght seem to be 

lo Ibi£. 

2 . Patterson, OE.cit ., PPol34-135. 

3 . NE , Sec.95. 

4. Ibid ., Sec . 68 . 

5 . Patter s on, OEoCit., p.l35 . 
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a dilemma here . 

I think , however , that if we rd ve u close look 

to the matter , we will find that when Mc~a~~art s~yG 

that a substa nce is something ''in conjunction wi'th !its 
~ 

qualities'' hP seeks to emphasize the substantial/~y 1of a 

substance as apart from the qualities it may possess. 

And this I think is perfectly compatible with the oosition 

that a substance , although a particular ancl hence different 

from characteristics, is nonetheless such th ut its nature 

is expressed only through its characteristics a nd that it 
I 

is only by them that it is individuated and consequently 

distinguished from other substances. Any arparent incon

sistency therefore should disa ppear in the light of this 

clarification. And we may add, as a las t r emar k , that the 

characteristics that express the nature of a substa nce do 

not express its nature as substance - that is ex pressed in 

the simple fact that it has characteristics - but express 
its nature as a certain substance. 

The Principle of Sufficient Descri ption 

Let us now proceed to consider McTaggart's notion 

of Sufficient\besc~tion which seems to be inextricably 

bound with the principle of the ·Dissimilarity of Diverse 

and which in fact McTaggart infers from the latter principle. 

The notion is dis cussed. in Chapter XI of NE and forms a 

vital step in McTaggart's : argument. Geach even call s it 

a ''much stronger'' pri,nciple. 1 

It is common knowledge that every characterist ic 

of a term constitutes a ''description'' of ito And if the 

characteristic happens to apply to only one term, and to 

none else, it becomes an ''exclusive '' description of the 

lo Geach, op.cito, p . 51 . 
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term. If any two particulars a re dissimilar, whic h 

they must be on the principle of the Dissimilarity 

of th e Diverse , then each of them mu~t have some charac-

ter istic o r set of char~cteristics which constitute an 

1 . d . t. l e xc us1ve escr·~ 1on s o th a t ono l ~ distin~ujshcd from 

th e other . A des cription of a term may include s11ch 

characteri ~ ti cs as involve a reference to terms which are 

designa t ed by proper name s . 'Fa t~e r of Julius Ceasar' 

is an eJc lusive description wh ich can appl v t o only 

one term; it WOIJld not however be a suffici ent description, 

for the term Julius Ceasar' is a proper name and remains 

undescribed . The n~cess ity th a t a subst~nce must haVP an 

exclusive descr iption derives . According to McTagqart , 

n or from the qround that without it no term co••}d be ¥nown 

so as to pe dis t)ngu i shed from every ot her term . It 

derives, ~s indicated above , from th e fact t hat no two 

substances can be similar , a nd t hat therefore a substance 

which is not absolutely similar to a ny other has of nece

ssity an exclusive des c riptiono 2 

If a n exclusive descr iption does not involve reference 

to merely desiqnated terms but consists wholly of chara-

cteristics , it becomes a ''Sufficient Description ' 'o Thus 
\ 

it would be a surficient description of Adam and Eve to say 

that they are the 'firs t man' an d t he ' first woman ' res

pectively, if all th e human beings were to be descendants 

lo ·By an '' Exclusive Description'' McTaggart means 
tlone which applies 9nly to one substance , so that 

the substa nce i s absolutely identified by the 
description .'' NE 1 Seco 101, Po 102o 

2o Ibid ., Sec . 105 0 
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of them. It is not necessary that a sufficient descri-

ption of a particular must, in order to h£, be known to 

us; it i$ sufficient if a substance has a suf ficient 
II . -

descript j on- rega~dless of whether one knows it or not" 

The nece~sit>\ that there should h£ suf fi cient descriptions 

McTaggart derives from the fact that there mus t be an 

exclusive description applicable to every pa rt icular ; and 
I 

the latt ! r of course he derives from the fact t hat eve ry 

particul~r is dissimilar to every othero McTaggart's 

argument~ far the prin~iple, to roughly follow Broad •s 2 

s ta~emenl of ;it, is as follows: 

D~t us take an individual substance ~o h by the 

principle of the Dissimilarity of the Diverse , must have 

an exclusive descriptiono Suppose th a t h has no sufficient 

description" Then (i) every exclus i ve descri ption of~ 

must describe it by a certain relation E in which it stands 

to another pa rticular~" And (ii) suppos e that~ also has 

no s ufficien t description . For if § had a sufficient 

description Q, h woul~ have th e s ufficien t description of 

being a substance which had li to the only instance of 2· 
Now B should al so h3va an exclusive description . Since 

this cannot be a su ffici ent description, Q must have the 

exclusive description of standing in a certa in relati on S 

to yet another particular £o And f also cannot have a 

sufficient description. For if it had a sufficient desc ri-

ption Q
1

, h could be sufficiently des cribed as s t vnding 

in a certain relation ll to the pa rti cu l ar which s t ood in a 

cer t ai n relation § to the only inst~nce of Q1 o If we g o 

on applying these considerations we get th e following result . 

1. Cf . Ibid. 

2 . Broad , op. cit . ,r,pp .. 182-183., 
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If every ~articular has an ''exclusive'' description, 

and if h ~ ad no "sufficient'' description, ther e wou ld 

inevit~blt fo l ~6j)v ~n end+ ss s leries of substances , Bl, 0 • • • , 

such th a t l none of t rem ha~ a sufficient desctiption . And 

the endlessness of the series would show t hat t had no 

''exclusi e'' description, bec 4us e the individuating 

character
1 

sties for any terrm i~ the series n?ve a defin~ te 

identity I nly if the series has an end, but, ex-hypothe~i , 
it has e. So the compound propos ition that every sub-

stance an exclusive d Jscripti on and that h has no 

s uffi cien descrip~ion wo ld eJ t ai1 the conclusion that h 

has no ex lus ive description. The proposition thus con

tradict s ftse lf and must be f alse . The proposition7 there

fore1thatl: theret"must be exclusive description to a parti-
"' 

cular is inconsistent with there being any particu l ar which 

lacks a sufficient description. Which means that the 
' 

proposition that every su~stance has an exclusive descri

ption entails the proposition that every substance has a 

sufficient descriptiono The upsh ot of the discussion is 
I 

that no substance can have a sufficient description if t he 

description requires the introduction of anothe r particular 

substance which in turn requires for its individuation the 
stt.bshw.tt 

introduction of yet another~and so on. Th is infinite 

regress would be vicious with the result that no s ubstance 

will have a sufficient description and hence will not even 

have an ex clus ive description, since '' every sufficient 

descripti on must be exclusiveo•• 1 

Critic isms of the- argument -to: Suf~icient ·Description cons idered 

McTaggart' s argument for sufficient description has been 

1. ~' I, Seco 104, p. 107o 
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subjected to some sharp criticism by Broado 1 According t o 

Broad, Mc~aggart's insistence tha t if h had no sufficient 

description, any exclusive description of h would have to 

introduce the fact that h had a certain relation to some 

.9~ particul;'lr ..§, is simply fAlse. This rel<'ltion of .6 

might, S<'lys Broad, be to h itself. Suppose that the universe 

consisted of two minds, h and g, and suppose that 're~pector 
I 

tUu.. 
of A' and 'respecter of g•~exclusive descriptions of hand 

g respectively. Broad concedes that h also has the property 

of respecting itself, an~ that this· i nvolves no reference !o 

any merely designated p~rticular. But, then, according 

to Broad, it does not constitute an exclusive description 

either, for this property is shared by~ also . And so it 

does not constitute a sufficient description of h· It cannot 

therefore be argued that the ''exclusive'', but not suffi

cient, description, ''respecter of A'', could be replaced by 

''respecting itself' 1 and that this wou ld be a sufficient 

descriptiono The first description ''respecter of A' ' 

fails to be sufficient "because it involves reference to an 

undescribed, and merely designated,particular, ~; the second 

description ''respecting itself'' avoids this defect, but 

fails to be sufficient by failing to be exclusiveo 

To this highly ingenious argument of Broad, we may 

rejoin by wondering, with Geach, 2 whether it could be true 

that the only characteristic to individuate h was ''beinq a 

re specter of h' '. Surely not. Because the identity of 

such relAtional characteristics depends upon individuation 

1. Examination, I, pp. 183-184o 

2 o Geach , OQ. cit., P• 53o 
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of ~' and they themselves cannot be expected to serve to 

individuate b· If ~·s individuation depended upon the pro

perty 'respecter of ~· and the identity of this proporty 

depended upon the individuation of A, we should be running 
b~ -

in a vicious circleo Same will~the case in more co~plicated 

cases. If h had the exclusive description of standing in 

a relation R to ~ ' and ~ had the exclusive description of 

being in relation 2 to b, we should run in a vicious circle 

if we supposed these descriptions as givinq the only ways 

of individu~ting h and ~. 

Broad conceives of another set-up in which he sees the 

possibility of exclusive descriptions without there being 

sufficient descriptions of the things in question . 1 Let 

there be justt~hree minds, h' ~and C in the universe. The 

only difference between them is th at h i s jealous of B on 

account of f, ~ is jealous of f on account of ~ , and ~ is 

jealous of h on account -of ~o Except the oppositi on of 

relations, everything else is t he same for these mindso 

It should then be clear• that the relation of being jealous 

of ~ on account of ~ will exclusively describe B' and so too 

will t heir respective relations of jealousy exclusively 

describe ~ and f. Broad supposes that these exclusive 

descriptions will be enough to differentiate th? three 

minds, even though none of them had any sufficient descri

ption. (They will have no sufficient descriptions since 

they will be the only minds in the universe). 

Now this 1unholy trinity'(of minds) as Geach calls it, 2 

is even more incomprehensible. Here every mind is both 

subject, o~ject and occasion of internecine jealousyo In 

1. Broad , op. cit., I, pp. 181-82o 

2. Geach , op . cit ., p. 53. 
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this case too, the supposedly individuating characteris-

tics ' heinq jealous of ~ on account of £' and 'being 

jealous of bon account of~· can be definite c~a racteris

tics only if t~e indivi~uation of h, ~ and f is already 

given, for these characteri~;tics thcms01ve'> cc1nnot Gerv0 

to individuate h, 8 and~· Three living minds, as Patterson 

puts it, would certainly possess other characteristics 
\ 

besides that or jealousy, and ~hese charact eristics might 

well afford sufficient descriptions for all of them. 1 

Voicing idehtical criticism with regard to Broad 's sugaested 

universe, Keeling says Broad has not proved the logical 

possibility of an actual universe in which three people and 
J 

jealousy exist, and in which nothing else whatever existso 

For this to be true, Keeling contVnlies, its would have to 

be true that 'being a person' and 'being jealous' were 

''non-complex properties whose applicability does not entail 

the possession of any other property.•• 2 But these are 

properties which clearly presuppose the applicability of 

other properties to whatever th ey apply to, ''and Broad 

has not considered whether those other properties would 

not be such that one at l~ast did not apply to all three 

existents, and thus serve to distinguish on~ from the others , 

and so render possible a sufficient description of the 

one.•• 3 Keeling laments that there has been loose thinking 

about ''logical possibility'' and thinks that some usaaes 

of it are plainly ''illegitimate' '• Broad's proposed 

refutation therefore falls to the ground , and his contention 

that the Principle of Sufficient Description is ''nothing 

lo Patterson, ~P· cit., Po 138. 

2 . SoV . Keeling, op. cit., Po 350o 
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but a fallacious inference from a doubtfu l premise,•• 1 

fails to carry convicti~n. I think that, as in opposi-

tion to Broad, we should accept McTaggart's principle bf 
I 

sufficient descriptions as a correct inference from his 

principle of the Dissimilarity of t he Diverse, ond hen~e 
1 ·1 t as nec essar~ y rue. As Geach rightly says , ''illcTaggart, 

like Wittgenstein in the Tractatus, is committed to the 

view th a t ~he univer~e could be completely described in 

completely general terms, with no irreducible use of a 

'non-connotative' proper name; and I think this ought to 
2 be accepted.'' 

Infinite Divisibility of Substance 

McTaggart's theory of Infinite Divisibility of 

Substance (NE, Chapter XXII) is one of the fulcrums on 

which McTaggart's metaphysics of the self stands and which, 

as Broad rightly remarks, forms, along with Chapter XXI 

and XXIII, ''the watershed of the system.' •3 Th e argument 

here is very subtle and complex and we shall often have to 

resort to McTaggart's own terminology to reproduce ito 

It is this the ory which, along with the supplementary 

principle of Determining Correspondence, enables McTaggart 

to declare spirit or selves alone as the only reality and 

the universe as spiritual . Th ere could b~ several, and 

possibly equally valid, ways of approaching the argument , 

but we thin k the following could be a more convenjent 

procedureo 

"• 
lo .Qp.cit., I, Po 185. 

2 . Op .cit. , p. 54 . 

3. Broad , OQ . cit ., I, Po 326o 
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I 

The first step in the argument is to show that at 

least some of the substances are not simple , and hence 

are , since not simple , compound . A simple supstance is 

that which is indivisible in ''every Dimension ' •.1 The 

qualification '' every '' is important for it answers , in 

advance, any possible objection from geometry . It might 

be argued that geometry shows t ha t there must be points 
I 

and t hat thes e mu s t b o indivisible particulars . ~cTaagart 

replies t hat the indivisibil ity of points in geometry is . 
' '• only in respect of spatial dimensions of lenath , breadth , 

and depth, 1 and that thi s leaves the room open for indi vis i-

bility in some non- spatial dimension, e.q ., time . A sub-

stance woutd , accordi ng to McTaggart, be rega rded as posse

ssing a dimension if it could be shown as forming ''either 

a series or a term of a seri es in that dimension'' o 2 :,Vhat 

it comes to is th~t a substance would be considered divi-

sible if i t is divisible in at least one dimension, even 

t hough it may be indivisible in other dimensions including 

the spatial oneo Thus, pitch and loudness would be di-

mansions of noise, and a pleasure would have two dioensions 

of time a nd intensity , for a pleasure endures for some 

time, and has at each moment of that t ime a certain inten-

sity . McTaggart remarks that on his view of dimension, a 

straight line oesides having the dimension of length 

would have t he dimensions of breadth and depth , and this -

lo 

/ 

NE , Sec . 162o 

NE , Sec . 162. Broad's sugges ti on (£~cit., I , 
p . 341 ) that McT aggart perhaps meant by ''dimen
sion '' a Johnsonian ''determinable '' seems 
uncertain and so a ny conclusion drawn on that · 
basis would appear doubtfu l. For W.E. Johnson 
see his Logic, Pt. I (New York: Dover Publica
tions, Inc ., 1964), pp. 174-175o 
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although geometry would ordinarily protest - looks 

tenable, as Broad also, agrees. For a line can be said 

to have zero breadth and zern depth, and it is possible, 

Broad p~ints out, that '' our solids are objects which 

have ze t o value of o fourth dimcnsion.•• 1 The conclu s ion 

is that if a substance has parts in at leas t one dimension, 

it should be considered divisible. And any substance 

which i ~ divisible would obviously have parts which in
1 

their tyrn are substances, since the parts would have 

qualities and be related without being themselves ei ther 

qualiti~s or relations. And the substances with p~rts 

as subsiances would not be simple, but ''compound ' ' 

substances. 

That we perceive no substances which are simple, 

McTaggart tries to show at length by considering pe rception 

d . t t• 2 an 1n rospec 1on. We appear to perceive or introspect 

things as having duration. And reflection shows that 

everything that had duration would be divisibl e into 

successive phases. In their anxiety to banish divisibi-

lity of substance some people concentrate only on the 

absence of simu lt aneous different iation, and forget to 

exclude successive differentiation too. The presence of 

the latter however is enough to show that a subs t ance is 

diuisible. So whether there are simple substa nces or not, 

there is nothing in perception and introspection to 

suggest that there are such (i.e. simple) substances. 

And with this• Dread too agrees. 3 People have held that 

lo Broad, op. cit. I, p. 34lo 

~,sees. 163-165. 

3. Broad, op. cit . , I , p. 343. 
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substances are simple for different reasons and not 

because they were acquainted with particulars which 

appearld to them to be :simple. The latte:I; positior "(Ould 

hav~ l~oked very weak in the li~ht of the aboveo 

McTaggart considers the question whether the 

occurrence of simple characte~istics could give any pre

sumpti t n in favof,r of simple subst ances, and comeslta
1 

th.e 

conclu~ion that it does not. The reason is that t e 

relati bn of simple substances, if there be any, to compound 

substaf ces is very much unlike the relation between simple 

and co~pound characteristics. We cannot be aware of a 

compoupd characteric without being aware of its consti

tuent terms, the simple characteristicso But we can be 

aware, , i.e., by perception, of a compound substance 

without being aware of the ~simple substances which compose 

ito So the argument by which McTaggart seeks to prove 

that there are simple characteristics resting as it does on 
the notion .that every characteristic must have a ''meaning'', . 
simply would not apply to substanceso 

It might be said that if the doctrine of the impossi-

bility of simple substances is as self-evident as 

McTaggart thinks it to be, it would not have looked so 

radical a concept as it doeso McTaggart replies that 

it is not so radical as it on first sight appears to beo 

Many philosophers who have believed that there are simple 

substances took the word ''substance' ' in a much narrower 

sense than MtJaggart, and never meant to suggest that 

they are substances which are not themselves groups of 

substances. They perhaps generally meant by substances 

''continuants'' as distinguished from occurrents, and so 

concluded that there are continuants which are not grou~ 

of continuants. They did not deny that these substances 
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had an i~nar structure compos ed of a plurality of simu

ltaneous ll or successive differentiationso In fact , 

Leibniz who is general ly considered to be a pr otagonist 

of '' simple s ubstances '' maintained the above proposi -

tions. He held that each monad mirrors the univers~~ 

and thi s would imply infinitely complex internal stru

cture for each monad . In cont rast to the monad , Leibniz 
I 

thought , a '. ' s imp 1 e 11 at om had no " vii thin " • 1 So it is 

possible 1 that Leibniz would hRve admitted that there can 

be no ''simple'' subs ta nces in McTaggart ' s sense of the 

term. Wha t many such · thinkers who advocated simple sub-

stances were most concer ned about was to pro~ the immor

tality of the soul fr~m its simplicity ~ 2 and a soul which 

was ''compound'' only in McTaggart' s sense would have been 

''simple'' enough to meet t heir requirements. 

Now having shown that a substance is divisible in 

at least some dimension, McTaggart raises the question : 

Are all substances compound?, and answers in the affir-

mativeo If a subs tance is not compound, it will be simple. 

But there can be no simple subs t ances, for there can be 

no substance without content3 (or part ). But what is it 

to have a conte nt? ''Cont ent'' is defined by McTaggart 

as that plurality which i s identical in ~ifferent sets of 

lo See comment ary on Monadol ogy , 7 in H . ~ . Carr 
(ed.) The Monadolog~ of Leibniz (London : 
Th e Favil Press, 1930 o 

2o Cf . Leibniz , Monadologv , in R. Latta, 4o ''There 
is no conceivable way in which a simple substance 
can be destroyed by natural means ''. Italics 
mineo 

3o NE , Sec . 167o 
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parts of a whole 1 , and '' conversely, if a substance has 
I 

~o it ~as parts , an d so wil l not be simple.•• 2 
I 

So hen it turns out that every substance i s a compound 

subs t ance , and that it wi ll have a plurali~ of p~rtso 

h e parts ~ n turn would be substances for they would 

ha e qual ~ties and . ;tand l in rel ations without being them-

sel ves either a quality or a r elationo And so they would 

be differentia t ed into parts wh i. ch will be substa nc ,.,s in 

jtu 0 And s~ on . Thus 
I 

will follow an unendi n0 series of 

se t s of parts of a subs tan ceo This is how we get a 

foothold on the idea o f infi ni te divisibility of sub-
3 stanceo The proposition that every substance has content 

and therefore part s McTaggart regards synthet ic, for the 

conclusion is not implied in t he definition o But the pro-

position is very impor tant , metaphysically . From the 

proposition t h at subst ance h as co~t ent , McTaggart is able 

to make certa in other deducti ons about the universe . And 
. . 

if we just keep in mind t hat, as we sha ll l ater see, the 

selves are the only substance z , we shall be in a position 

to appreciat\ the signif i cance of McT agg art ' s premiseso 

Int erna l differentiation of t he selves cons t i tut es the 

basis on which st ands the whole s tructure of the universe. 

No truths on the other hand c an be deduced with regard t o 

1. l bid • , S e c o 161 o A ' s e t of p a r t s ' tv't c T a q g art 
defi nes as follows : '' A Set of Part s of any 
whole is any collection of it s parts which to
gether make up the whole, a nd do not more than 
make it up, so that the whole would not be made 
up i f any of the se parts, or of their parts, s hould 
be substracted . Thus Engl and , Scot l and , and 
Wa l es are a set of parts of Great Britain . So are 
all count~es in Great Bri t ain . And so are 
Eng land, S cotland and the counties within Wales .'' 
Ibid ., Sec . 124o 

2 . l£i2 . , Sec . 124 o 

3o Ibid. , Sec . 174. 
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the univers b from , for example, the content l ess con

scious nes s of Advaita Vedantao The proposition that 

ev ery substance has conten t is however both self- evident 

and ultifat o ' 'It ~s se lf-evident because it does not 
I i need proof ; and it i S ul tim bte because it cannbt be prdved 

fr om any proposition more clearly self-evident .' •1 Any 

positive p~oof in support of the above proposition is 

th ere·fore ibpossible . McTaggart however sug qests certain 

ot he r cons ·~cterations wh ich, ' even t hough not constituting 

any proof , should normally give us a strong presumption 

in favour of accepting that there is a '' positive conne

ction' ' 2 b~tw~en th e t wo qua 1 it i es - t he quality of be ing 

a substance and the quality of havina con t ent and partso 

Jus t as our be lief in the Law of the Ex c 1 uded ; '.} dd le 

rests , not on the impossibility of i magining a statement 

which was ne i ther true nor f a l se , but on the recognition , 
of the positive necessity t hat every statement must be 

eithe r true or false, similarly in this case also we do 

not depend on 1 'the failure of our imagination, but on the 

rec ognit i on of an immediate implication of one quality 
3 by the other.'' So {i) the first question we have to 

ask ourselves is: ''whether a subst~nce could be made 

without a filling of some sort, and whether there coul d be 
~ 4 

any fi~ng for a substance except a set of parts .'' Or 

to put it differently, ''we may reflect th at if a substance 

had no parts th e re would be nothing inside it, and we may 

lo NE, Sec . 167o 

2o l bi,Sh, Sec. 171, p. 18lo 

3o l bid . 

4. lb id . 
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ask ourselves whether the conception of a substance with 

no inside is tenable''•! (ii) A simple s ubstance 

because of its very nat~re could have no internal structure, 

since to have '' internal structure '' means to h2vc some 

sort of unity , close or loose , which helonqs tn any whole 

of parts . The parts of such a whole are inevitQbly 
2 att ached to each other in some way . I s it conceivable 

that there should be a subst~nce ~hich has no internal 
I 

structure even of the loosest sort? McTaqaa rt emphasizes 

this point so much Lh~t he even seems to ground the very 

reality of a substance on it s possession of an internal 

s tructure. ! ' The peculiar sort of reality which a sub-

stance must have, if i t is t o be real at all , depends on 

possession of internal structure. •• 3 (iii) A simple sub-

s t ance could have no history and no duration . A simple 

substance, being simple , must remain undivided in any di-

mension , and anythin~ that exis t s in time will be divisible 

in the temporal ~imension. If a simple substance existed 

in time at all , it would have to occu py a single indivisi-

ble instant . Is it conceivable that there should be a 

subs t ance which was i n time, and yet had no history or 

dur ation? T~e advocates of simple substances, as men t ioned 
l 

above , while they take account of the absence of simulta-

neous differentiation fai~according t o McTaggart , to 

exclude successive differentia t ion. 4 (iv) In his view, 

a substance whose parts a re s o closely attached to each 

other that it is impossib le to separ a t e them would not be 

1 . Ibido 

2. Ibid. 

4. lbid., Sec. 172. 
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a simple substance, but a compound substance, because 

a simple s~bstance, from the nature of th e case, cannot 

have any pa~rts, . Nor ldojs a substance become simple if 

it is recogni~ed that i~ is a priort impossible that its 

parts - being ~t losely united - s hou ld ever exis t bxcept 

as parts of that whole or that the whole shou ld ever exis~ 
without any one of themo 1 What is charac t e ri s tic abou t 

such whole , is only this t ha t they happen to be more closely 

united than nor1 ally the case , and that so close a 
- I 

unity normall gives th~ appearance . of a simple substanceo 

So, in sum, what McTaggart requires is th at it be necessary 

that substances have parts which in turn are subs t ances , 

because it is this latter on which depends the principle 

of the endless divisibility of substance, the consequent 

need of the theory of ''determining corres p ondence '', and 

the final demonstration that it holds in case o f a 

spiritual substance and its perceptions. 

Now, highly instructive and import ant thouqh they 

all be, some of these considerations present difficul-

tieSo The first difficulty is of course the one ~hich , as 
' 2 has also been emphasized by Broad,- concern~ the wide use 

th a t McTaggart ~kes of the word ''substa nce ''· We may 

recall that under substance McTaggart includes both what 

what are called ''continuants'' and ''occurrent s ''o Now 

while it is inconceivab le that there should be simple 

continuants in the sense of being absolutely without some 

content or ''filling'', it is difficult to bel i eve that 

every occurren t of every continuant will also have content 

1. lbi~, Seco 173o 

2o / Examination, I, Po 346o 

\ 'I 
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I 
or set of parts and thus be compound in the same se~se .• 

And so wit~ reg~rd to what McTaggart calls ''internal 
I I 

structure'', \Wh ile the talk of ''internal structure ' 1
1 as, 

I 

applicable to continuants may be perfectly consistent , 

one wonder~ whether th~ same could hold in c~~e of every 

occurrent of a continua.nt o And, , again, while it is pet-
/ I 

I , 
fectly well to grant that every continuant has a history , 

it wi ll seem too ambit~ous to look upon eve ry event in the 

history of a continuant to have a hist ory to o o1 
t 

' ' 

Further, 

g ranting that a continuant must last a certain period of 

time, is it necessary th at every stat e of a continuant 

must a l so do so? These are important ques ti ons and it i s 

difficult to conjecture what would have been McTaggart ' s 

answer to themo Besides there is also, impor t a ntly , a 

certain confusion hereo Previously , McTaqgart seemed to 

confuse substance wi th its nature; now he seems to conf use 

subs t ance wi t h its history . The truer pi r. ture on the other 

hand seems to be that it is neither identical with the one 

nor wi t h the other ; it is something which has a nature 

and which ~ a history . And since hist ory is part of a 

substance's nature , in reality the c onfusion is mainly 

between substance and its natureo 

In his discussion of the infinite d ivisibility of 

substance , McTagga rt considers the challeng e whi ch might 

come from the sciences , especially geometry, to his theory 

of the infinite divisibi lity of s ubstance, and concludes 

that the conc l usions of geometry give no presumpti on in 

favour of simpl e substances . • The burden of the argument -ut 

favour of simple substances hinges , particulnrly , on the 

conception of points in geometry . Now geometry doe s 

lo l bid .l1 P • 347 o 
'\ 
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entertain the idea of paDticulars - e.g. any strainht 

line- which are regarded as groups of infinitely numerous 

point~nstants. But it is also true that these infini-.....____ 
tely nume rous points are not furt her divisible , and hence 

are regarded, since not havin~ parts, as simpleo And e 

point, sincG it has qualitie s and stands in relations, 

will be a substance in McTaggart ' s sense of thG term, so 

that we shall here have a subst~ which i s indivisible 

a ~d hence simpleo 

'Nh 1~ le there ,seems to be some convergence hetween 

McTaggart's vi~w ~nd the orthodox mat hematical view in the 

sense that th ey both involve classes such that th eir members 

cannot be measured in terms of any finite integers, 

McTaggart's doctrine d iffers in that it recognizes no such 

points which would be simple particulars on the mathema-

tical view. Agreeing th,3t a point is a substancG, 

MeT agg art would lAS\.ge, as said above, that the most that 

geometry could prove is that there are particulars which 

are indivisible in the spatial dimensions of length, 

breadth, and depth . But this leaves the question of their 

divisibility in some other non-s patial dimensions un-

affected. Further, to be a point is, according to 

bAcT aggart, a qua lity o Thus a point which is a substance 

would have, besides the quality of punctuality, other qualities 

to o ; and the se latter might be such that, despite its being 

a point, it will become divisible in other dimensions, and 

hence fulfil the condition of infinite divisibility . A point 

for example might be divisible in the temporal dimension, 

if it persisted through time, and so geometry ~ill have 

nothing to say against McTaggart's doctrine that every substance 
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must be ~ iv~s ible in at l east one dimension . The fAilure 

of geometry to see such divisibility of s ubsta nces in 

some other n on-s patial dimensions does not prove th a t ~o 

such divisibility is possible or conceivable . It is thus 

possible t ha t wh ile we may have a clear conception of a 

point we may not have a clear conception of an i ndivisible 

substance . 1 Besides, a clear conception of a point , so fa r 

it is a point in the geomet ric sense, need not depe nd ~pon 

the clear k~owledge that a subst an ce which is such a point 
-i 

is not simpTe (and hence divisfle) or on the \N rong conclusion 

that s uch a point is simple or even on our drawing no conclu-

s ion at all . 

The Contfad~ction of Infinite Divisibility 
I 

McTaqgnrt next examines in Cha pt0r XXIII of NE the 

important question whe t her his doc tr ine that every subst~nce 

is divided into parts within part s to infini ty , is infected 

with contradiction. On a sur f a ce view, one might be tempted 

to conclude that it is, on the ground that the series contem

plated is infinite. But this, according t o McTaggart, wou l d 

be mistaken. T0 e mere fact that a series is i nfinite need 

not lead us to condemn it as vic ious too . There are series 

which are rendered vicious by their infinity, but there are 

others which are not. Whether the infinite series i n ques tion 

does involve a contradiction would therefore depend on whether 

or not it can be reconciled with certain other principles 

which have been assumed a priori to be true of substAnce$ . 

Now, we have seen that, according to McTaggart, every 

substance mgs t have a sufficient description. So the question 

we now face is, how is this possible? Does subs tance whi ch 

1. Sec. 178. 
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has parts of parts to infihity admit of a sufficient 

description? If yes , what ar( ~ he cond itions under which 

this is possible? It is evident that if a substance has 

a sufficient description, its parts too , which form an 

infinite series and which too a r e s ubst ances on McTaggart's 
I 

view, will have sufficient descriptions . And the ques ti on 
I 

then will be, on wha t t erms can the compatibility between 

the infinity of a series and the principle that al l t~ e 

terms of that %eries mu~t have sufficient descripti ons , be 
I 

e ff ec t ed? Else we face t h e prospects of complete want of 

order in the unive r se . 

McTaggart argues th a t the desired compatibility 

cannot be achieved unless cert a in conditions are fulfilled, 

unles s , that i s , the s ubst ance ha s a cer t ain nature. He 

1 therefore, concludes that the substance ~ that nature . 

The question of the relation between a s ub stance and the 

sufficient descriptions of its parts is a complica ted one 
h 

and when we attempt an answer/-..i t, we find that there are 

only two ways in which the nature of u substAnce may be 

related to the sufficient descriptions of the members of 

it s sets of parts :it may ''presuppose '' them or it may 

'' supply '' them. These two possibilities we wi ll now 

c onsider in turn. 

By '' presupposition'' McTagqart means the rel 2tion 

between , say th~quality X, and Y-or-Z, when X int rin s ically . - - - -
determines 2 the oc currence of either Y or~' but does not 

1. NE, Sec . 182 . 

2 . By ' intrinsic determination' McTagqart unde r s t a nds 
a relation between charact eri s t ics s uch th a t the 
occurrence of one characteristics , ~ s ay , non-log ically 
implies the occurrence of a noth er charact eristic , Y say . 
Impl ication on the 1 other hand is a rel a tion betwee~ 
propos itions. Cf. NE, Section 108. See Geach ' s 
discuss i on of the same in Truth, Love and Immortality, 
pp . 57-59 . 
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determine intrinsically whether it shall be X or ~ wh ich 

does occur. 1 In such a case, ~ is said to presuppose either 

the occurrence of y or the occurrence of Z. Which means 

that while the ranqe of possibilities is specif3cnlly intrin

sically determined, the occurrence of a specific quality is 

not so determined. While it is determined with the occurrence 

of ~ that there would be y or ~. it is not determined whether 

it would bey or~· Thus, to borrow McTaggart's own example~ 

the possession by any substance of the quality of being human 

intrinsically determines that the same substance shall be 

male-or-female, and presupposes either that it is male o~ 

that it is fem~le, according to which it is. Likewise, the 

quality of being a human parent intrinsically determines 

that some othef substance shall be son-or-daughter, while 

it presupposes either that it is a son, or that it is a 

daughter. Lest there be confusion here, the difference between 

intrinsic determination and presupposition deserves to be 

noticed. ~ may be said to presuppose whatever it requires 

but does not SURfly. 3 ~requires Y-or-~, for if it OCCUrS, 

something must occur which is y or~· But it does not 

presuppose X-or-Z, for it supplies it, since it intrinsically 

determines it, and so, if we know that ~ occurs, we know 
4 that Y-or-~ occurs. 

1. NE, Sec. 183. 

2. ~-

3 • 1..Q.is! • , S e c • 184 • 

4. Ibid. It would seem that McTaggart is using 'presupposi
tion' in a rather novel fashion. A presupposition is 
normally understood to be an hypothesis or assumption 
which is lvgically necessary to explain the facts 
concerned. Thus Euclidean geometry e.g. may be said 
to presuppo~ a particular notion of space which non
Euclidean geometry does not. Or it might be said 
that causaUty is a presupposition to some of the 
sciences. Examples can be multiplied infinitely . 
See C.I. Lewis, Mind.....-and the World-Order; (New York : 
Dover Publications, I nc ., 1956; 1st ed . 1929)pp. 415-416. 
,Co llingwood also emphasizes the logical tprio:ri ty aspect 
of presupposition . See R.G~ Collingwood , nn ~ssay on 
Meta~hysics (Oxford: G::.l·arendon Press, rep,. 1957 ; 1st ed . 
1940), Chapter 4, pp . 21-23 . 
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Now sometimes it is the case that there may be 

several presuppositions involved in the nature of a 
I 

substance, and that there is also presupposed among these 

presuppositions a relation of intrinsic determination such 

that when one presupposition is knovm the other presupposi-
1 I 

tions are fixed . A triangular substance is a c~se in point . 

That something is a triang le1 presupposes (i) thnt it is 
~ 

either equi~lateral , isosceles, or scalene , and (i ~) ~hat 

there are certain definite relations in which the ma
1

gni tudes 

of its three interior angles (which too are intrinsically 

determined in respect of number) stand to one another -

namely, as all equal , or two equal or none equal . But if 

the relative magnitudes of the angles are given , the first 

presupposition is fixed . If all three angles are equal to 

each other, the triangle is equiva l ateral; if two are equal , 

it is isosceles; if no two are equal, it is scaleneo This 

principle forms the basis of the distinction between mere 

presupposition and what McTaggart calls the ''Total Ultimate 

Presupposition.'' By Total Ultimate Presupposition , say of~, 

is meant the aggregate of all the presuppositions of ~ after 

all those hav e\been removed, the fixing of which is implied 

. th f. . f . f th h . h . 1 1n e 1x1ng o any o ose w 1c rema1n. According to 

McTaggart , it is certain that in e very instance where there 

is a presupposition there is also a Total Ultimate Presupposi

tion2 which may be either one presupposition or several . 

We will see that the prtnciple i~ essential if the in f inite 

series of parts within parts of substance is to be saved 

from viciousness. 

/ 

1. ~£, Sec . 186. 

2 . lbid. 
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Let us now see the bearing of these definitions 
1

on 

the question of the sufficient description of a substanceo 

It should be clear that the sufficient descrjrtion of a 

substance cannot presuppose the sufficient descriptions of 

any of its sets of parts wit hout involv i ng a contradic~ion 

in the nature of a substance . And that contradiction in 

plain terms would be that, on this assumption, substance 

would have a presupposition and yet could not have a total 

ultimate presuppositiono I 

We may state it a s follows. Let~ be ~ substanceo 

Now , this quality of being a substance i nvo l ves that h :s 

not simple, and will h ave part s within parts to infinity, 

and that each of these parts , being a substance itself,.,.!,, 

have a sufficient description . It i s not conceivable how-

ever that each one of this infinit e number of parts will 

have a unique characteristic; for such an endless conjun-

ction of unique character~stics and chara cterized parts 

would be incredible. Yet the sufficient description of the 

substance ~ cannot be hopefully given in terms of a set of 

its parts, for sufficient descriptions of the members of 

this set could be given only in terms of sufficient des

criptions of the members of the set sequent to it, and this 

in term would depend for their sufficient description upon 

sufficient descriptions of the members of the set sequent 

to this set. But if the nature of a substance has thus 

to presuppose sufficient descriptions of its se t s of parts, 

its presuppositions would be infinite, 1 because its se t s 

of parts are '~nfiniteo But no aiven pres uppos it ion in 

this infinite se ries could be a part of the total ultimate 

1. I£i2., Sec . 188~ 
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presupposition because the sufficient description of any 
I I 

I 
set of parts would involve reference to the sequent set 

of partso Sufficient descriptions of the members qf any 

set of parts, say~. would involve reference to the 1 

sufficient descriptions of the members of the set o~ Jarts , 
I 

~. and these to the sufficient dezcri~tiont. of the memhers 

of the sequent set of parts,Q, and so on without end~~ 

Th e result would be that neither the presuppositiojs dr the 

s uffic ient descriptions of the memhers of M, nor of those cf 
1 

~. nor of Q, nor of those of any sequent set of parts could 

form part of the total ultimate presupposition of b, the 

substance in question . For th e totol ultimate presu pposi-

tion cannot c ontain any presuppositi on which is fixed only 

by reference to some sequent presuppositio~ . The conclusion 

then seems forced upon us that any substance which '' pre-

supposes'' the sufficient descriptions of any of its sets 

of parts cannot have a total ultimate presupposition. And 

this is absurd, because we have seen that there must be 

some Total Ultimate Presupposition which is re ached by 

removing all t~ose presuppositions, the ''fixing '' of which 

is implied in the ''fixing'' of those which remain. The 

resultant situation is one of a hopeless antinomy. The 

nature of a substance requires that it has sufficient 
\ 

description, ahd yet this description does no t seem to be 

forthcoming ~o long as the substance in question depends 

on its sequent set of parts to provide that descriptiono 

That is, in other words,· the sufficient description of a 

substance cannot be obtained without inyolving a contradi-

ction which results from the postulation of an infinite 

serieso 

lo Ibid. , Seco 189o 
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We are then left with only one a l ternativeo If a 

substance cannot ' ' presuppose '' sufficient descript ions 

of t he memhers of i ts sets of parts ~ithout contradiction~ 

it must supply them , si nce it cert ai nly requires them o1 

Now there arc , ilccordi nq to McT aqq~rt, only two ways in 

which the nature of anythi ng can supply suffic~ent des

cripti ons of other th ings . It can ej th er ''include '' t~em 

or ''imply ' ' U1em . It canno t howe··rr.?r i nclude~ them . 

Bec ause, \Ilk\ ile inc.{usion, by the description of a substance , 

say jj, of suflficien t descriptions of all its parts is 
I 

adequ at e for one purpose - the purpose of pr oviJinc these 

sufficient descript i ons - it is possible that it i s more 

than adequate f or that purpose. We do not need sufficient 

descriptions of the member1 of M if we have sufficient des 

criptions of the members of a sequent set ~, since t he 

fo rmer are i mpl ied by the latter ; nor yet of the members 

of N if we hav e those of t he members of Qo There must 

then be what McTaggart ca l ls ''Minimum Adequa t e Description •• 2 

which will exclude a l l superf lu ou s des cri ptiono Yet such 

a min imum adequate description can never be reached, 

inasmuch as the s ufficient descri ptions of membe r s of any 

set of parts are always implied by the su f ficient des 

criptions of th e members of a sequent set of parts . It 

follows t he r efore that the suffici ent description of the 

orig i na l substance must '' imply '' s ufficient descriptions 

of th e members of its sets of parts . Th us~ if we are to 

avoid contradiction in the very nature of substanc8 , there 

mus t be found in the s ubs t ance its e lf the basis for ~ 

chain of implications running ' 'downwards from prec~dent 

/ 

lo lbid ., Sec . 192o 

2 . l bido , Sec o 194o 
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,f 
sets to seque nt sets , such that sufficient descriptions of 

I 
the members of the preceden~ set imply sufficjent descri-

p t i on s of t h e m embers of the s e q u en t s e t s • ' ' 1 . i it h t h i s , 

the inc~us~on of descriptio~s of the precedent set will 

render unnecessary t~e inclusion of descriptions of the 

sequent sets , s in ce these latter will hav'} been irnpli::d hy 

th e formero Bu t how can such implicvti ons be determined? 
I I ! 

In McTaggart ' s view it is possible on~y if the parts of the 

substance sta nd to one another in what he ter~s the rela- 1 

tion of De~ermining ~orrespondenceo It is only on this 

suppositi on about the structure of the universe t hat the 

difficulties accruing from the infinite divisibility of 

substance can according to McTaggart be resolved. If the 

univers J i ~ a determining correspondence system , then t he re 

must be an natural and intrinsic system of c lassification 

in which all the content of the universe finds its placeo 

And this leads us to a consideration of the doctrin e of 

Determining Correspondenceo 

The Principle of Determining Correspondence 

Confronted with the prospects of a hopeless con

tradiction that the nature of a substance involved if that 

nature presuppos~d sufficient descriptions of sequent sets 

of its parts , McTaggart seems to have reached the follow-

ing conclusions: There must be a description of an exis

tent substance , say h, which, while it may include suffi

cient descriptions of all the members of one or more sets 

of its parts, implies sufficient descript ions of a ll the 
A. 

members of ~ the subsequent sets of parts t~ugh an 

1. lbi£., Po 204 . 
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infinite series. 13u t how can thi s 'chain of im plications 

running downwa rds f rom precedent to sequent se t s of parrs 

b e determine d7 !low can, in o her: ~~~ords, the nature of a 
I 

substance be suffi ciently describei wi t hout having to 

describe th e infinite numb er of sets of paLts of the 

substance in ques ti on? This, ac cordi ng to l.'.cTanc;;:;rt , is 

possible on ly or\one conditi on, na"' t?ly , th .: t the par:- c: 

the s ub s t ance ! stand t o ,each other in a r <:) l :_~lio n of Deter-

mining CoTre ~ pondenceo 

McTaqr;:-.rt ' s a ccount of th e princi r le of Deter1ir! ~ ..... 11 

Correspondence i s contained in Chnpters XXIV ,-J n-l .· •. "-' II ~--

NE , and his ,

1

xposi tion of' it is, in its deta il s, too ab!" trac L 

and comp l Jca~ed to adm~t of easy and succinct statemento 

We will not howeve r enter into all the ram ific a tions of the 

theory; wi s a ll instead focus only on such few esse~tial 

points as ha e a direc t bearing on the subjecto And there 

too we sha ll mostly let McTaggart speak on our behal fo 

The relation of determining correspondence may be stat ed , 

in McTagga rt's terminology, roughly as follows : 

Any relation between a substance, f, anJ the part 

of anoth er substance , Q, is a relation of det ermining 

correspondence if a certain sufficient description of ~, 

which incl uctes the fact that it is in th nt r clntion to ~ 

part of ~. (i) intrinsically determines a sufficient 

description of the part of~ in question, i. eo , the p art 

of ~ which corresponds to f and i s indicated by th e con

vention BIC , a nd (ii) intrinsically determines sufficient -·-
descriptions of each memb e r of a set of parts of ~~f and 

of each member of a se t of parts of each of such members , 

,; 
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and so on to infinityo 1 [The notations arc as fo L 

BI C is to bb read ()S -·- ' that part of 11 which cor res 

to C ' _, and ~I.QtQ as 'that part of 8 which cor responde; to 

that part of C which corresponds to D' - , and so on J Th -:t 

is, in other words , the principle of determinino corres-

pondence i s a relation between substances , such t hat a 

sufficient description of a certa,in substance which inc !l ud'es 

the fact that it is in that relation to some part o: ann:ner 

substance , intrinsically determines a sufficient descri-

pt ion bot h o r the part of the oth~r substance in auesti?n 

and of t he parts of t hat part to in finityo 

THe ~econd clause of the definition giv e n above 
l 

could be tr e only in such cases in which three conditions 
l 

a r e a 1 s o t r u1e , a n d the s e con d it i on s must b e g r as !=JE! d i f 

the f ull import of t he def inition i s to be comprehendedo 

These are : (1) the suffic i ent description of C ~lso in-

eludes a statement that each member of a set of parts of 

~' s points has s ome subs t ance to which it stands in a 

rel ation of determining corresponden ce , as the part of § 

does to _g itself ; (2 ) ei t her 12. and _g form a group , or part 
\ 

of a group , in ~h ich de t erminati on i s reciprocal , or ~ lse 

each of them is itself determined, either directly or 

indirectly , by a r elation of determini ng corrcsoondence to 

substances which a re in s~ch a reci procal rel ation to 

/ 

NE Seco 202 o To this definition McTaoqart __ , -
adds the fo ll owing impo r t ant cautionary note: 
'' The determining corresponrlence , which is a 
relation between th e two substan ces, is, of 
course , not to 'le confounded with the relation 
of intrins ic determination, which is a relation 
between certain sufficient descriptions of the 
two s ub s tances ' '• Ibid ., p . 214 footnote 2o 



1 each other , and ( 3 ) when one determinRnt is part of 

another determinant, any part determined by the first 

will be part of a part determined by the other . These 

t hree conditio ns , as McTag1a rt clarifies , arc not part o~ 

t he definition (of the relation) but are deducible fro!Tl 

i t , since tho second c l ause in th o definit ion deoends for ! 

its truth upon the truth of th ese conditionso 2 

The principle of determining correspondence defined 

above may ~e illustrated in the following special 'arm 
\ 

\.•.rhich it acquires in NE , Section 197 : 

Let h ~nve a set of parts , D and ~.(The numbnr of 

par t s in the set , says McTagga rt, may be any number , finite 

or in fin ite.) The princ iple of de termining corres~ondence 

will prevail if t he following condit ions are met : (i) each 
I 

of t hese parts has a set of parts cor r espondinr to each 

set of parts bf h i (ii) s econdly, let it be ttue that the 

correspondence i s of the same sort throuGhout , that it is 

a one-ton-one rela tion between the memhers of the sets of 

pa rts, and that it i s such that a certain sufficient des 

cription of~ , which includes the fact that it is in t his 

relati on to ~ part of Q, will det ermine ~ sufficient 

description of t he part of] in ques tion; and (iii) the 

correspondence is such th at, whe n one determinant is 

part of another, the n any part determined by t he first \•.:i ll 

lo De termination i s said to be 1 1 reci procal 1 1 wh en 
each member of the g roup of primary parts (or 
substan ces ) in this relati on determines , either 
directly or indirectly, secondary parts of each 
of the oth e r members, and whe n no secondary part 
of any member is determined by any primary pa rt 
outside the group. See I bido , Sec . 20lo 

2 . I bid ., Sec . 202 . 
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1 be part of a pa t determined by the secondo I n this 
I 

way, th e pa rts of the subs t ance will be , as i.t ··ere , 

reflected into each othe r, and refJ.ect0d back , ;;nrl l)ack 

again to infi nityo 

:\ow, so :.-r we may seem to hr.·:r: been · ·.< i..in•1 Abou t 

the ~~Js h and not c.omc ou t with a nyth.i1no which coul· 1 --:ivn 
I ~ ~ 

f l esh and blood to the -::lry hones . In NE , .• >ctions 23C- /36 ,1 

L.cTaqg<.~ rt examihes a number of relations· v!:'l i ci1 could ~1..11 fil 

the condjtiohs !required for determ i ning corre.:>pondence 
I 

and dismisses them one after another as unsatisfactory . 

finally , he considers perception and decides that, given 

cert ain conditions , pe rcept ion - i. e . being ~ percer-tion 

of - could b t e relation wh ich we may have heen looking 

for , and wh ich f ills the bill eminentl y o He assumes thot 

perception Of a 1part may be part of a perception of the 

whole. He also assumes that a perception is a part of the 

whole or t he perc.?:pient (self) who pe rc eiveso 2 Expla i ning 

t h i s he says 

'' VJe can thus , I think, get an example of ·..vhat 
dete rmining corresp ondence would be , by taki ng 

a primary whole , each of whose primary parts is 

1. NE , I, Sec . 197. Determining Correspondence is 
so call ed s ince by it, with th e help of sufficient 
descri ptions of Q and f, we can determine a suffi
cient d esc ri pti "n of ,fg,g.McTaggart speaks of _g as 
th e De ter~inant of BIC and of BIC as t he Determi
nate 'of f , or as determined by ·~ ( ~'Je sha ll l ater 
See that a determinant is identified 'N l.th the 
object perce ived), .!Hf-!..Q would1 accord i ng to 
McTaggart, be Directly Determined by f+.Q , and In
dire ctly De t e rmined by ..Q, whi s h i s th e determinant 
of it s determinant . McTaggart calls ~ a Primary 
who l e , and .§ (and f) a Primary Parto .Cf . lhid . 
For definit i ons o f Primary ~ole and Primary Part 
see 1£12., Sec o 203o Also see Or oad ' s Exa~ination , 
I , pp . 395-396 for some of the definit ions o 

2o Into the details of these and certain other assum
ptions , we will not g o hereo We shall d i scuss them 
in th e third chapter while examininq the claim of 
se lv es to be ranked among substanceso 
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a pe~ci~ient being wh ich perceives other 
prima r y parts and t heir parts , and which 

I I 
has itself no parts except those perce-
ptions.••1 

140 

(So the other assumption is tha t t here are no pa rt s to a 

percipient except his perceptions~ McTaogart t hus concei-
' 

ves a state of affairs which , if it ex i sted, would be an 

ins t ance of a determining correspondence hierarchy. The re 
I 

might then be a '' society '' of selves which pe rceived 
I 

themselves, ea ch ot her, and each other' s parts . And in 

such a cas e , p~rception would be the relati on of de termi

ning correspondence. (A f ur t he r assumption is t hat all 

these pe rceptibns sh ou l d be absolutely cle ar and d istinct~ 

Let us try to understand the whole matter by me ons of an 

example. Let the r e be a mini-soci e t y of two selves , 8 

and _g, eachl o whom perceives himself and t he other dis 

tinctly and clearly so that all the inner s tates of e ither 
4o 

are presented both to himself and~the other. Q ' s content, 

on the hypothesis, will then consist simply of ~ ·s per

ception of§ (§!§) and ~·s perception off (§~f), and 

f's content will consist of _g•s perception of ~ (f~~) and 

C' s perception of f . (f~£). All these four ar~ parts of 

1::, the Primary Whole, and will have parts (i. e . perceptions ) 

corresponding to t hem both in~ and f· f' s per cepti on 

of~, for example, will have as parts ~·s perce ption of 

g•s perception of g (CI§I~), and f's perception of Q' s 

perception of~ ~f+~~Q), and f's perceptions of f ' s of Q 
'\ 

(f~C~§ ) and f' s pe rception of f's percepti on off (f!f+f)o 

Similarly B' s perception off will have as parts §~fJ§ , 

1. NE, Sec. 236, p. 248. 

/ 
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£H~f_g, !H12f~ and .§~.§.f.§. This inner different i ation of 

~ and ~ c an thus be carried out indefinitely. So the 

principle of infinite divis ibility of s ubs tance can be 

satisfied on th~ above hypothesis. 

Th~se parts withi n parts mu s t have s ufficient des 

criptions . This condition is also met7 that is , so long 

as we h ave suff i cient descripti ons of .!2 and ~ to begin 

with, i f we make one more assumption . Le t us suppose t hat 

all th e perceptions under consideration here are what we 

shall later call d .c. perc eptions 1 ( and d .c. perceptions 

must on McTag~art's hypothes is b e alway s c orrect), and 

let us further assume th at that there is always only one 

d . c . perception £y a given self of a given perceived object . 

Then, for example, '.§'s d.c. perception of C ' s d . c . 

perception of .§' will be an ex c lusive description of a 

certain perception. And if we replace the proper names 

here used by the s ufficient descriptionsof § and ~,we 

shall have the perception concerned (which b eing a part 

of the percipient is on McTaggart's view a substance) 

sufficiently described. The notation 'B~ ••• ', '£~···' 

etc . is used by McTaggart for ·~•s (£'s) d.c. p e rception 

of ••• ' We can\ then easily work out wh at e.g. ~+~~~l£~~ 

would stand for. 

In sum, if every part (or pe rception) of h• which 

is not a member of any term in the de termin ing correspon-

dence hierarchy,has a set of part s each of which is a · 

member of some term in t~is hiera rchy, every part of h 

can be suffi c ien tly described in terms of the sufficient 

1. '' d . c. perceptions'' is an abbreviation for 
'' determining correspondence perceptions' 'o 
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descriptions of § and f and the relation of '' being a 

perception of' '• No new specifications then need to be 

introduced for a stage of more 'detailed diffe r entiation'o 

If the part in question is a memb er of a certain term in 

the hierarchy, t can be done directly in the manner 

suggested above; if the part is not a member of any term 

in the hierarchy, this can •be done indirectly. 

In view of this situation, McTagg art c onclu des th at 

'' we have thus got an infinite series of parts of parts of 

A, where the sufficient description of each se t of parts 

implies the sufficient description of the set of parts 

below it. And tnus the infinite series is no longer 

vicious.•• 1 The series was vicious before, f or then the 

sufficient description of each stage in the hie rarchy was 

implied by the sufficient description of a s ea uent st age, 

while a sufficient description of the precedent s tage 

presupposed that of a sequent stage- that is, ''implied 

that there should be such a description , while not i mplying 

what it was .' •2 And this completely ruled out that the 

presupposition should have a total ultimate presupposition, 

while on the other hand it could not do without having one. 

Now with the . relation of determining corresponde nce c oming 

to our aid, we find that a sufficient description of one 

set of parts implies and determines the ~ufficie nt des

cr i ptions of all lower sets. Since it implies thos e 

descriptions, it does not presuppose them . And t hus we 

g et rid of the difficulty about the Total Ultimat e 

Presupposition. We also thus avoid th e cont radi ction vhich 

1. ~~o' Sec. 198o 

2 . I bid. 
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arises in the nature of substance on acc6unt of its 

infinite divisibility. And since the fact that sub

stance exists and is infinitely divisible has, says 

McTaggart, been proved, it also stands proved that deter-

mining correspond\nce holds within substanceo 

C.D. Broad undertakes to refute1 the theory of deter-
I 

mining correspondence by means of a geometrical illustra~ 

tion. This he thinks would .show how a substance n i ght 

be divided into parts wi t hin parts to in f inity, and thus 

constitute what he calls p ''Fundamental Hierarchy'' 

which nevertheless is not a determining correspondence 

hierarchy. And thi s Broad thinks will refute simulta

neously both ~cTaggart's theory of determining correspon

dence as also the argument which he later adv ances to show 

that matter cannot be real. Broad urges us to conceive of 

a line which has a sufficient description such as ''the 

longest line in the only country which is ruled by a 

government of class-conscious proletarians .•• 2 Let the 

suffici ent description be symbolized by ¢. Let a part of 

the line be red, and another blueo Then, by making use 

of the six characteristics, ¢, red, blue, longest, half 

of, and coterminus with, we find sufficient descriptions 
3 for the numbers of an infinite series of parts. 

It is difficult to decide what to make of this 

geometrical ill us trat ion, and as Patterson rema9l..ks; ' 'I am 

1. Examination I, pp. 375-378. 

2 .. 1 bid • , p • 37 6 • 

3., Consult Broad's diagram on p. 375 (Ibid.) to
gether wit h the exposition on pp. 376 and 377 
to see how the whole thing is done. 

/ 
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conscious of b feeling of uneasine~s similar to 

t ha t which I experienced with respect to the universe of 

three minds ~nd the universe of two minds . Clearly no such 

line could exist in rerum natura. And what we want is 

something th a t could exist there, f or there McTaggart ' s 

minds exist, although whether they he infinitely divisible , 

as he cl aims , is a nother questiono ,,l In fact, Broad 
I I 

later confesses t hat ''I have not been able to think of 

any alternative illustration of a determining correspon-
2 dence hi erarchy.'' 

As Patterson further observes : '' If , then , McTaggart 

be right in his judgement [and Patterson thinks McTaggart 

is righ t 3 ] that every substance is i nfinitel y divisible, 

the difficulty which he seeks to exorcise by his theory 

of de t ermining correspondence actUally does arise . A· 
' 

while Broad 's geometrical illustration would doubt less 

disturb me, I should need something more convincing than 
4 this to lead me to abandon the theory altogether.'' 

1. Patterson, og. cit., p. 141. 

2o Broad, ~P· cit.,hP• 400 

3. Patterson rema~s: ''As I glance back over the 
course of the argument, I am impressed by the 
correctness of McTaggart's estimate of the impor
t ance of his ultimate, a priori, synthetic 
judgement that every substanc e is divisible '' o 
6p. cit ., Po 141. 

4. Ibid,, p. 142. 
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